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INTRODUCTION

CONDITIONS ON THE BALTIC FROM THE
EIGHTH TO THE TWELFTH CENTURY

The Baltic was always a scene of activity, and.
ln consequence all the states surrounding it have
striven for dominion over its waters. In prehistoric
times it was controUed by the Slavs in the south
and by the Scandinavians in the north. Frisian mer-
chants penetrated it, but they were only visitors
from outside, while the prussians, Lithuanians, Cour-
landers and other tribes settled on the coast from the
mouth of t}te Vistula to the Gulf of Finland appeared
only as rovers on the waters of the Baltic, and played
no part in its economic history. The Germans were
completely cut off from it by Slavonic territory, and
as merchants stood far behind the F-risians and Scan_
dinavians. If they reached the coastal markets, it
was not by sea.

This state of affairs continued until about the
middle of the twelfth century, and evidences of it
are to be found in a chain of Norse and Slavonic
trading posts. Schleswig-Heitabu in Denmark, Joms_
borg-Jumneta and Rerik in the Slavonic area, and
further east Trusso and Saeborg, which laterdeveloped
into Riga. In defau_lt of other evidence, tie rich
finds of coins furnish evidence trat even in those
far-o{{ ages t}re Baltic served tie needs of inter-
national trade, and had an economic sigrrificance compar-
able to that o{ the Mediterranean in the south. ihis
was due to the entelprise of the Swedish Varang.ians,
who penetrated in their sailing-boats down the rivers
of Old Russia and established commerciai relations
with Byzantium and the Far East.

THE GERMAN PRESSURE EASTWARD IN THE
TWELFTH CENTURY

None the less, the turn of the twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries saw an economic revolution in the
Baltic comparable to that which marked the end of
the }liddle Ages. The age of Lothair of Suplinburg
{rro6-25) in Germany and of the Margraves Albert
the Bear and Conrad Wettin, is characterized by the'powerfu-l 

and unintemrpted Drang nach Osten which
by the middle of the twelfth .eni,rry had deprived

the Slavs of considerable slices of territorv and redu_
ced ttrem to a state of dependenc. on ti. Empire.
From that time onwards, the German states to tre
east took up the obligations and the tasks of empire,
and supported the rulers of Germany in their eastern
policy. Besides the Slavs, the Germans in the Elbe
valley were confronted by another powerful enemy,
the Danes, who after their great victories over the
lVends in 1157-68 made themselves masters of the
broad rolling valley of ttle Oder, together with the
island of Riigen (Rugja). Subsequently, they overrarl
the rest of Pomerania between the Oder and the
Vistula, and at last subjugated tl-re whole of the
Lechitic Slavs between the lower Elbe and the Vistula.
However, the events of. rzz3-27 and their defeats
at the hands of the Germans put an end once and
for all to Danish rule in Slavonic lands. Of the con-
quests of the Waldemars, they retained only bits of
Pomerania and the island of Rigen, and even these
not for long. That is to say, in less than a cenrury
the Germans broke the resistance of the Slavs and
drove back the Danes beyond the sea. The current
of emigration from Germany to the former Slavonic
areas concerns us closeiy, for by this means alone was
it possible to people the towns of prussia with German
colonists, whose economic influence in the Teutonic
Order's state became all-powerful. One form of Ger-
man colonization was the establishment of trading
settlements under German law, and in numerous
cases that law was conferred on pre-existing Slavonic
settlements. It is worth noting that the first of the
trading-posts founded at this time was Liibeck,
a town destined to have a powerful influence on the
fortunes of the Hanseatic League and the whole eco-
nomic history of the Baltic down to the end of the
Middle Ages. The thirteenth century saw, too, the
rise of a whole series of later Hanseatic towns such as
Rostock, Wismar arld Greifswald on the coast be-
tween the EIbe and the Oder.

Contemporaneously with their colonization of the
lands of the Western Slavs, the Germans made a power-
Iul thrust eastwards by the establishment on the
Vistula of the military Order of Our Lady. After
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the donation of the district of Chelmno to the Teutonic
Order by Duke Conrad of Masoyia, and the conferring
upon it of the conquered Prussian territory by the
Emperor, the firm estatrlishment of the Order on the
Baltic became only a question of time. After its ad-
vance eastwards to Lithuania had been checked. the
political future of the state and the economic pros-
perity of the Prussian towns a-like required the at-
tainment of unrestricted access to the sea. Accord-
ingly, we have to record that the thirteenth ceatury
sarv the rise on the southern coasts of the Baltic
of two new powers, which altered the political and
ethnological complexion of the area between the Elbe
and the Memel, and at the same time prepared
the way for the economic revolution of the thirteenth
century.

It wouid be very characteristic iI we were able
to show that the settlement of the southern edge
of the Baltic basin by the Germans was the result
of a far-seeing pian, and the accompanying pressure
towards the coast the work of the German crown.
But it lvas not so. 

'!Ve, who are accustomed to as-
sociate the idea of the state with the idea of nation-
alism', writes Sattler in his discussion of the relation
of tbe Ordensstaal to the Hanseatic League before r37o,
'and 

who consider that the reoresentation of its citi-
zens abroad is one of the first duties of the state,
can scarcely believe thl-t Kaiser and Reich had noth-
rng wiratever to do witir that great evolution which
created tJre so-called new Germany; we are inclined
to regard this fact as proof of the inherent weakness
of the political organism of the period, and so all the
successes gained in that {ield in the following centuries
appear to us almost miraculous'.l The pressure of the
Germans towards the Baitic was then a ohenomenon
which recurred from time to time, and was completely
independent of the political aims o{ the medieva-l
Empire, just as the Teutonic Order was innocent oI
any designs of naval expansion when it established
itself on the Vistula at the beginning of the thirteenth
century, and subjugated the Prussians in the name
of the Cross. However much German historians
may boast of the occupation of the Slavonic terri-
tories on the Elbe, and tie contemporary advance
oI the Teutonic Order in Prussia as evidence of a well
thought out plan conceived in the brain of the Grand
Master Hermann von Salza. the fact remains that the
dominion the Order obtained over the Baltic in the
thirteenth century, when it drove out the Slavs, Scan-
dinavians and Frisians and crushed their trade, was due
neither to Kaiser nor Order, but to quite different
factors, of which we shall speak shortly.

None the less, it must be admitted that when it had
once established itself in Prussia, the Order began to

show a comprehension of maritime problems, and
quickly learned the advantages accruing from access
to the sea. Hermann von Salza familiarized himseU to
a certain extent'witi Baltic affairs when he mediated
between the Danish king Waldemar and the Low-
German dukes in 1223, arrd when he induced the
Emperor Frederick II to confer on Liibeck the privi-
leges of a Free City of the Empire. We find the Knights
pressing towards the sea at the very beginaing of their
wars with the Prussians, when they advanced parallel
with theVistula, or actually along its right bank. In rz33
they undertook considerable expeditions into Prussia
wrth the support of the Silesian dukes, Conrad of Ma-
sovia, Ladislas Odonicz, and the Pomeranian Dukes
Swigtopelk and Sambor. Both of these expeditions were
victorious, a large part of Pomerania being occupied
and the town stronghold of Marienwerder founded.
Four years later, Margrave Henry of Meissen came to
the assistance of the Order, and penetrated as lar as
LakeDrausen, while in the {ollowing year he reached the
Frisches Haff. For the first time, the Knights of the
Cross stood on the shore of the Baltic, and here they
established themselves, building the fortified post of
Elbing where Lake Drausen falls into the sea, and like-
wise a town, which was populated mostly by settlers
from Liibeck and consequently sewed to promote com-
mercial relations between Prussia and the rvest. The
Liibeckers themselves took part'a few years later in the
founding of a trading post in Sambia, which fact is the
best evidence of their interest in Prussian affairs.

Two years later (1238) the Knights marched
eastwards along the coast and founded the stronghold
of Bdga, at a considerable distance {rom Elbing.
Their further progress was held up for a time by dis-
putes with Swigtopelk of Pomerania, who was begin-
ning to be seriously troubled by their advance, but an
accommodation was reached, which gave them a free
hand to undertake {urther conquests, and in 1253 we
find Swigtopelk forced to keep ttris peace, under
threat of losing the stronghold of Danzig. Two years
after that (in rz55), the Knights, under Ottokar II
of Bohemia, made an expedition into Sambia and
founded Kcinigsberg on the river Pregel. By x255,
therefore, the Order was master of the .Ealtic coast
from the Nogat to the Pregel, and thus was in
a position tocarryr on trade actively andwit}t security.
None the less, at t}le same time an agreement was made
with Bishop Henry of Courland concerning the building
of the stronghold of Memel (Klaipeda) - proof, if

proof were needed, that they designed to hold the

Baltic coast and cut off the Prussians from the sea.

Although these acquisitions were threatened by the

Pn.rssian risings during tle next ten or fifteen years,

the Order with foreign help won back what it had

1 'Uns ,  dereo  B l i ck  an  aa t iona le  S taa . ten  gewohut  i s t ,
uns ,  d ie  w i r  w issen,  dass  d ie  Ver t re tung se iner  Angeh6r igeu
nach Aussec  e iue  der  e rs tea  Pf l i c l . ten-des  Staa te i  i s t ,  ung
scheint es fast undenkbar, dass Kaiser uad Reich aa d.ieser
ganzeu Eutw ick lung ke inen Aate i l  nahmen,  we lche ern

neues Deutschland schul, wie man es f,asDte; €s ist uas ein
Zeichen Jur d.ie vdll ige Uqbaltbarkeit der danaugen poli-

t ischen Zustlude im Reiche, aber fast ebe[so wulderbar
muss der Ersatz uas erscheinen, der im Laule der Zeiten
daf t r  gescha l feu  ward . . "
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lost, and by rz83 might regard the whole oi Prussia
as conquered territ.ory.

A giance at the map suf{ices to show the political
aims of the Knights. On the one handthey endeavour-
ed to cut off the Prussians from the west, whence
various papal bulls show that they obtained arms,
and, on the other, they strove to drive a wedge be-
tween Prussia and Pomerania, whose rulers, as papal
bulls Likewise show, began to be hostile to the Order
and to unite with its enemies in rztz. Here the Order
was favoured by fortune, inasmuch as quarrels within
the ruling family of Pomerania enabled it, in alhance

Vistula to beyond the mouth o{ the Memel, defending
it by a series of fortified posts. Not only military and
political but also economic considerations were at the
root of this urge, and economic needs likewise led the
Order to secure the possibility of timber-floating on
the Vistula. None the less, it was hampered in its
external movements throughout this century, by reason
partly of the incessant wars with the Prussians and
partly of domestic pre-occupations. It fortified the
country, did its utmost in support of the towns, and
laid the foundations of a flourishing maritime trade.
It secured its communications with Germanyby agree-
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with Polish dukes, to secure itself against the rulers
of Danzig, and by the middle of the thirteenth century
to dominate the mouth of the Vistula. The agreement
made in tz4z between it and Conrad of Nlasovia, and
directed against Swigtopelk of Pomerania, fixes a line
down the middle oI the bed of the Vistula as the fron-
tier between Pomerania and the possessions oI the
Teutonic Knights. But only nine years later, the
Knights forced Swigtopeik to cede the'island of Zannr' ,
the large and fertile alluvial flat between the Old Nogat
and the Vistula. We have now seen that in the course
of the thirteenth century the Teutonic Order fought
its way from the district of Chelmno to the Baltic,
and took possession of the coast from the delta of the

ments with the Great-Polish dukes, and endeavoured
to live on the best terms with its Masovian and Kuya-
vian neighbours. Yet it fully understood the siglifi-
cance of access to the sea and neglected nothing to

secure it. One thing more is certain: everything which
it did prepared the ground for that flourishing develop-

ment of Prussian towns and trade which nrarked the

fourteenth century.
After the subjugation of Prussia, about the year

1283, the Order regained its freedom to deai with

external affa-irs. Its mission might, indeed, be said to be
fultilled, but it continued to engage in tasks and follow

plans which it had obviously had in mind much earlier.
The young state showed a tendency to expand in two

l l '
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directions, comparable to that which it had shown
from the moment of its first estabiishment on the
Vistula. The Knights of the Order incorporated with

ttresiselves the' Brothers of the Sword, in Livonia,
but this was at first a source of much trouble to ihem,
owing to the quarrels between tJre Brothers and the
Archbishop and townsfolk of Riga. The Order was
threatened on this side not only by the Lithuanians,
at Yr'hose hands it suffered severa-l defeats, but also
by the Danes, who had occupied Estonia.

Riga also was hostile, and being an importalt
trade centre was able to carr5z on its own independent
policy. In r33o the Land Master, Eberhard von Mun-
heim, laid siege to it, and in its extremity it did not
hesitate to call even upon the pagan Lithuanians for
aid. The town stood a six months' siege, but in the
end was forced to submit, and with tie approval of
tie Emperor was surrendered to the Knights of the
Cross. Not content with this victory, they succeeded
in obtaining from the Emperor and the King of Den-
mark the right to the neighbouring duchy of Estonia,
on which they had cast envious eyes from the very
beginning. Very soon it was in their hands, and only
one difficulty remained: between Prussia and tieir
Estonian and Livonian possessions lay pagan Lithua-
nia, which accordingly it was necessary to conquer,
if the whole coast from the Vistula to Ure Narva was
to be theirs. This, however, was a task which the
Knights never quite succeeded in accomplishing.

None the less, Livonia and Estonia never had
tlre same siglificance for theOrdensstaat as the Pomer-
anian districts beyond the Vistula. The Order had
its roots in the (German) Empire, from which it drew
all kinds of support until the end of the fourteenth
century, and consequently had no desire to be cut
off from it and isolated in the east. Only the seizure
of Pomerania could give the Order a common frontier
mth the Empire, and this it was ready to go to any
lengths to attain. Navigation on the Yistula was as-
sured by agreements with the Polish and Pomeranian
dukes, the alluvial piain of Zulawa was annexed;
Gniew was built on the left bank of the river and
a foothold in Pomerania was secured. Finally, Danzig
was seized and Pomerania subdued in r3o9. Being
rinable to justify this act of violence, German histor-
ians attempt to give it a legal basis on the ground of
a8reements made between the Order and the Mar-
graves of Brandenburg, the supposed lords of Danzig
and. Pomerania. They agree, however, that the pur-
pose of the seizure of territory on the left bank of
the river was primarily political and economic: the
safeguarding of land communications with the Empire.

These conquests, and above a,ll the last, brought
with them certain incalcu-labie political consequences,
which make themselves painfully felt even to-day.
Ia the course of little more than a hundred and fifty
yi:ars; the'Germans made themselves masters of the
whole of the southern coast of the Baltic, driving

out the former Slavonic inhabitants and abolishing
the rule of the Danes, who were settled in certain
places ia tbe area. And the Teutonic Order led the
way. Unlike the German emperors, immediately on
reaching the Vistula it perceived the significance of
access to the sea. No wonder that German historians
are wont to praise ttre Order for its colonizing activ-
ity and its far-reaching plans of Germanization,
whilst Polish writers of history bring this or that prince
before the tribunal of posterity, charged with lack
of political sense and neglect of the importance of the
sea. Let us confess frankly that there were aspects
of the matter which the Poles did not perceive, and
that our forefathers more than once helped the Order
to its triumphs. But if, looking back over seven ceo-
turies, we try to establish ttle motives of action, we
are likely to have as little success as those who would
try to foresee the consequences of the actions of today.
On the other hard, it should be noted that the Teu-
tonic Order, standing on the shores of the Baitic, did
nothing to extend its power over its waters. This
neglect, likewise, makes itself painfully felt to-day,
the more since certain maritime problems were crying
for solution by the Order, but in vain.

The fourteenth century saw both Empire and'Order 
faced by a new power on the Baltic. Along

the whole coast, from the Elbe to the Narya, there
sprang up in a relatively short time a line of commer-
cial towns, which in the fifteenth century united for
economic and political purposes into the {amous Han-
seatic League. Rig" was founded in rzor, and devel-
oped into an important trading centre. Rostock was
confirmed in the grant of Libeck law as early as r2r8,
and therefore must have been founded still earlier.
Wismar was founded somewhat later, between r2z2
and rzz9, Stralsund about rz3o, Greifswald between
rz4l and t248. Stettin, famous during the period
of Pomeranian inoependence as an animated centre
of commerce, which sent out colonists to all the Pom-
eranian towns, received the grant of Magdeburg
law in rzq3.

The Teutonic Order's towns likewise developed
remarkably swiftly. Toruir, founded 'on bare roots'
as it was said, but endowed with a great number of
privileges after only twenty or thirty years of existence,
was an important town carr5ring on a varied trade.
The port of Elbing, which before r3og was to Prussia
very much what Danzig was to Pomerania, quickly
grew to be a considerable harboul 1s1 s:i'ling-boats
and was the original centre of the maritime trade of
the Ordensstaat. Other towns grew up quickly, but
only Kdnigsberg took its place 5".16" 1)anzig, Cheto-
no and Torun as one of the leading towns of Prussia.

The Knights of tlLe Order reelized the.advisability
of enlisting the towns in support of their power, and

at the same time the necessity of dividing tbat power

with them. Accordirgly, the Order granted to its

burghers, and especially those of Torurl a.ud Chetmno,
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such large powers of seU-government that they became
very independent in their relation to the Grand !las-
ter, and completely free of his control in their con-
duct of external affairs. In t}le thirteenth century
these towns had been unable to disoense wittr the aid
of the Order, and so ttle Grand Nlaster and his diplo-
mats had represented them in their negotiations for
commercial agreements with foreign powers.

Similar reiations developed among the Wendish
towns, which made contact with Flanders through
Liibeck, aod witi the Prussian towns through Elbing.
At first they joined with Lilbeck in organizing the
Hanseatic League, but later lost much of their influ-
ence in it, whereas Ltibeck retailred its predominance,
thanks to its independent position as a Free City of
the Empire.

In short, there arose along ttre Baltic coast in
the fourteenth century a whole line of trading settle-
ments which were a-lready powerful economic factors
before they united in the Hanseatic League, and
which in the fourteenth century brought about fun-
damental changes in the economic sphere. The Swe-
dish trading-post o{ Birka fell, but was replaced by
Stockholm, where a strong German colony support-
ed the influence of Liibeck. The Norwegians were
exciuded {rom participation in Baltic trade in t}re
thirteenth century, though they had long maintained
close relations with Gardarike or Novgorod Russia.
The ancient Schleswig-Heitabu likewise fell into decay,
but near at hand rose Liibeck, and fell heir to its
economic tasks. Jumneta disappeared from the delta
of tie Oder, but Stettin, GreiJswa-ld and Wismar

THE ORDER AND THE LEAGUE'S
STRUGGLES F'OR PRIVILEGES IN FLANDERS.

From the moment of its formation, the Hanse
had two clearly defined aims, which it was not able
to realize without the aid and consent of certain
states. On the one hand it desired to secure far-
reaching concessions in the Baitic countries and i_n
the west, and on the other to exclude all non-German
commercial competitors from the waters of the
Baltic. Hence the attitude towards it of the rulers
of the Baltic states, including the Teutonic Order,
was of very considerable importance.

From the very beginning, the Order was in
alliallss with the Hanse. The latter had not infre-
quently stubborn enemies in t-he mlers of the countries
with which it traded, and accordingly even after r4ro
was glad of the aid and protection of the Order. In
spite of its economic power, it felt the need for support
i1 il5 d6elings with fbreign states, if only because
the Hanseatic merchants were looked down upon

arose not far away. Further east, Elbing rose near
the old Prussian Trusso, and Riga came into being
on the ruins of the Varangian stronghold of Sae.
borg.

In fact we may saJely assert, without in ttre least
detracting from the economic merits of the I{anseatic
League, tJrat on t}le Baltic it followed in ftre track
of the Frisians, Varangians and Slavs, and in develop-
ing its trade in northern Europe profited most skil-
fully by the existing conditions. During tlle thirteenth
century it rose to be a power with which every corur-
try il Europe had to reckon. Its distant protectors,
the German emperors, regarded it with respect, and
it was feared by the kings of England, and of Scandi-
navia, and by the counts of Flanders. Occasionally
they ventured on war with the Hanse and were victor-
ious, but they never really defeated it till the end of
the Middle Ages. Wars are often won by gold, and.
the Hanseatic cities had so much that they had no
cause to fear even long wars. The weak side of tleir
organization was the divergence of political and even
of economic interests which frequently manifested
itseH among the members. In fundamentals, however,
they were united, and hence often vanquished tfreir
opponents. The League's existence depended from
the begimhg on exchange between the north and
west, and consequently its trade was borne by sea.
Flanders and England, the Scandinavian states, and
the whole southern coast of the Baltic, together with
Poland and Novgorod Russia, formed the Hanseafic
League's domain, which it exploited economically
from the twelftll to the sixteentl centuries.

as mere traders. Thus, for example, during the
Anglo-Prussian conversations in 1386, the English
king's representatives told the delegates of the
Teutonic Order that 't}tey would rather put faith
in the word of trusty knights and gentry than in
that of sailors, traders and the like.' Irr such cases
the Hanse could nowhere look for better suooort
than that given it by the Order, with its capaUle
diplomacy, its financial resources, its a-rmed forces,
its widespread connexions in the west and tle res-
pect with which it was regarded by the rulers of
Germany - a respect such as no prince of the
Empire enjoyed. Down to r4ro, the Order was
occupied with maritime questions, but it came
into contact with Baltic affairs far more, indirecfly,
through tie Hanse.

It is interesting, therefore, to obserye tle attitude
of the Grand Masters towards the Hense at the period
when the latter was forced to wage war in defence
of its trading rights in foreign countries, and to make

I

THtr TEUTONIC ORDER IN ALLIANCE WITH THE HANSEATIC LEAGUE
c.  1350-1410
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gteat sacrilices irr order to maintain its vessels on
the waters of ttre Bdtic.

The most important questions, the favourable
solution of which tasked the resources of the Ha.nse
to the utmost, were four: freedom of trade in
Flanders; the wars with Waldemar Atterdag of
Denmark in 136z1o; the defence of its trading
rights in Scandinavia and tJre maintenance of the
freedom of navigation on the Baltic during the war
between Margaret oi Denmark and Albert III of
Sweden in 1385-97; and the struggle to uphold its
trading rights in England between 1377 and r4o8.
These questions we shall consider, in so far as t}ley
concern the Baltic policy of the Teutonic Order.

It was of cardinal importance for the Hanse to
gain freedom of trade in Flanders, which in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was the centre
of the whole commercial exchange between Germany
on t}re one hand and Italy and England and the
northern states on the other. Flanders textiles were
known all eysl Europe, and formed the principal
articie of Hanseatic trade. The League, and Ltbeck
in particular, had enjoyed important privileges at
Bruges since r3o7, but suffered from various re-
strictions in the later years of the century. Obtain-
ing no satisfaction by its protests, Liibeck decided
to 'starve Flanders out and kill its textile trade'.
This boycott lasted three years, at the end of which,
in 136o, Flanders was obliged to submit, confirming the
Harse in its old privileges and granting it new ones.

The inhabitants of the Prussian towns regarded
Flanders as 'a meeting-place Ior merchants from all
over tie world, where the people from Pnrssia enjoyed
more {reedom and privileges than anywhere else',
and they were the more eager to establish relations
with it, inasmuch as its large population of weavers
consumed Prussian corn, in exchange for which
they sent cloth.

The Teutonic Order likewise had had interests
here from the time when they began to trade at all.
Kiinigsberg and Marienburg had factories at Bnrges,
ttre former dealing in grain, the latter in amber; and
the general turnover at this town in r4oz was 8,4o9
glzyurty (marks) - one-sixth of ti.e total turnover
of all the factories established by Kdnigsberg. In
the course of the disputes between the Hanse and
Bruges it became clear that Prussian trade was in
fact hampered in various ways although, on the other
hand, the counts of llanders recogzrized that their
cities were dependent oo Prussia and consequently
required good relations with the Order. When
Liibeck's conditions for terminating the boycott
of Flanders goods were too onerous, the Count en-
deavoured to cause disagreement arrong the Hanse
towns and to win Prussian support by specious
promises, but in vein. The Prussian toqrns held
firmly to ttre League, and thus contributed in no
small measure to its victory over Flanders in 136o.

Again, the efforts of the Count to induce the
Order to conclude a separate commercial treaty with
Flanders were equally unsuccessful. The Grand Mas-
ter, Winrich von Kniprode, stood loyally by &e Hanse
and the Prussian towns, even at the expense of the
Order's immediate interests.

THE ORDER'S RELATIONS WITH THE HANSE
AND WALDEMAR IV 1340_?5

During the wars between the Hanse and Den-
markin 462-1o,however, this same Grand Master's
attitude was different. King Waldemar IV Atter-
dag:had ascended the throne of Denmark in r34o,
and; by his conquest of Scania and other Swedish
provinces in 136o, made of Denmark a great power.
He began to dream of hegemony over the Baltic,
and of forming the three Scandinavian states into
a united kingdom; nor in such an attempt wouid he
have met with opposition from the Hanse associa-
tion, had he not attempted to diminish its trading
rights in the peninsula. It had, however, its own
fishing-ground off Skanbr and Falsterbo in Scania,
where the fleets of the various towns gathered a rich
annual harvest. The herrings caught here were one
of the most valuable articles of Hanse trade, and
found their way to Poland, Russia, Hungary, Sile-
sia, and even Bohemia. As long as Scania was in
Swedish hands, the Lea6:ues's fishing rights re-
mained unquestioned, but after its conquest by Wal-
demar, difficulties began.

Liibeck and the other Wendish towns might have
borne the new imposts levied by the king, had not
the capture of the rich Hanseatic city of Visby on
the island of Gottland in 136o revea-led the danger
ttrreatening them from Denmark, and made war inev-
itable. It broke out in 136r, and ended in disaster
for the Hanse. Not all the associated cities a-llowing
themselves to be drawn into it, it was waged al-
most exclusively by the Wendish cities. When the
Scandinavian powers allied with the Hanse also failed,
ttre great fleet suffered a crushing defeat at Elsin-
ore tn 1362, and the vanquished had to put up with
further imposts, which greatly interfered with their
trade in Scandinavia.

The Prussian merchants could not remain indif-
ferent to the Danish war, waged as it was in an effort
to presewe the stntus quo in regatd to the Scania fish-
eries. It is true they had no rights themselves there
at this period, but obviously they would be aJfected
as much as ttre Wendish cities by Waldemar's ordinan-
ces. Accordingly their representatives took part in
the conference of Wismar in 136r, along with the
delegates sent by tlie Grand Master, and we are told
ttrat they undertook to execute tfie conJerence's deci-

sions. Two thiugs only are surprising. In the later
war between the Hanseatic League and Denmark
the Prussian towns contented themselves with giv-
ing indirect help, lelying the tax decided upon in
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136r and payng it over to the League. Still more
striking is the {act that the Danes did not spare the
property of ttre Prussian merchants during the war,
nor did they return their conJiscated goods at the end
o{ it, although they were willing to compensate the
merchant subjects of t}te Teutonic Order. Obviously,
the Order not only presewed neutrality but tried to
dissuade its subjects from talring miJ.itary action
against Waldemar IV.

This procedure on the part of the Grand Master
caused the Prussian towns to offend the other mem-
bers of the League, yet did not save them from the
consequences of the war. However, they sent dele-
gates to the congress of Liibeck in June 1363, where
they undertook to pay the arrears of tax and to com-
mence negotiations with lVinrich von Kniprode, in
the hope of getting him to aid the Hanse towns with
men and ships in the coming Danish war.

Nevertheless, the Order remained neutral, even
though it could and ought to have asserted itseU in
the great war for domination in the Baltic. It has
been supposed that the Grand Master was unable to
commence hostilities against the king of Denmark
because the latter was on good terms with the Em-
peror and the Pope, but this seems improbable in view
of the fact that the fate of German cities was at stake"
arrd tiat they were under the protection, if only nom-
inal, of the Emperor Charles IV. And if the Papacy
would have been disquieted by a confict between a reli-
gious Order and Christian Denmark, why was it not
similarly disquieted by the war between the Order and
Poland? The truth was that the Order carried out
its own policy, independent of either pope or emperor.

Not discouraged by the negative attitude of the
Order and the Prussian cities, the Hanse still endeav-
oured to induce them to co-operate against Den-
mark. Its efforts, horvever, were in vain, {or in 1363
ti.e delcgates of the Prussian cities replied that the
Order was threatened with war by the Duke of Schweid-
nitz - which was not true - and offered merely to
contribute a tax, in return for which the town of
Kampen was to furnish armed men for an expedition.
In the following year the Teutonic Knights answered
equally evasively: non possunt lacere subsidiurn curn
annatis et naaibu,s propter imPugnationem faganorum,
and refused even to allow their ports to be used as
bases for attacks on the Daaish possessions.

The chroniclers do not teU us, but it is obvious
from the whole procedure of the towns that they acted
under pressure and according to the will of the Grand
Master. Further, the accoults of the Hanseatic en-
voys on the Vistula leave no room for doubt that
Winrich von Kniprode made a separate agreement
with Waldemar. Altlough our sources of inforrna-
tion are scanty, it is certain that in 1362-64 the paths
of the Hanse and the Order began to diverge. The
latter, which had once encouraged its subjects to
establish relations with the German cities and thus

pointed tJre way to the future Hanseatic League,
in 1364 forbade its merchants to attend the League
Congress at Ndresund.

This policy of the Grand Master's may have
been advantageous to the Order, but was certa-irrly
not so to its cities. This appeared almost immedi-
ately, on the outbreak of the second war with Deu-
mark, in 1367. Waldemar did not observe the terms
of tlie peace of 1365, and desiring to annoy tie
associated cities, attacked the trade of the Prussians,
who were not included in the treaty. In the summer
of the following year we find ttre burgomaster of Dan-
zig urging the Wendish towns not to purchase the
booty taken from the Prussian towns by the Danes.
In December the Prussian towns tried to org:nizs
a confederacy against Denmark, but the Hanse del-
egates gatlered at Rostock made the Grand Master
a negative reply. At the same time, however, to avoid
grving him cause for offence, they sent to him Alard,
a.notary from Stralsund, to negotiate.

This led to nothing, and the Order and the
Prussian towns might even have stood aside during
the conflict with Denmark. but for the action of
the towns on the Zuider Zee - Amsterdam, Stavoren,
Harderwyk and Kampen - and Dordrecht, which
joined with the Teutonic Knights and England and
Flanders in 3n elliance against Waldemar IV. The
Wendish cities now came in, and the so-called
Confederacy of Cologne was formed against Denmark
and Norway, on November rgth, 467.

This second war took a completely different
course {rom t}re first. The Hanseatic fleet blockaded
the coasts, and in the course of 1396 the arrny overran
the whole country and reduced the important for-
tresses of Oresund and Scania. Next year the Danes
had no choice but to make peace, and cede the castles
of Skan<ir, Falsterbo, Malmd and Elsinore on the
Sound. This overwhelming victory ranged the Hanse
by the side of the Baltic powers, and assured it ttre
hegemony in the Sound and the Baltic for thirty
or forty years. Denmark was abandoned even by
its king, and was deeply humiJiated by the Peace
of Stralsund, which even forbade the council set
up by Waldemar to nominate his successor without
the consent of the Hanseatic League.

The confederacy and the war had been the
work of the Prussian cities, and they accordingly
reaped from it the richest reward. But Winrich
von Kniprode remained completely indifferent to
the fortunes of the League, once it had embarked on
the war with Denmark. This is the more strange,
in that he had at first urged it to war, had received
the Hanse envoys, and in June 467 had sent Ludekin
von Essen, governor ef frnzig, to the congress of
cities at Stralsund. But this was the end of his action.
Only a month later, when the Prussian and Dutch
towns formed al alliance at Elbing, no representative
of the Teutonic Order took part in the proceedings,
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or at least, none is mentioned as having done so.
It is certain that its aid was sought, for the Hanse
Iooked in all directions for allies, and on February

znd, 1368, formed a confederacy for the war against

Denmark with Albert, King of Sweden, Albert, Duke

of Mecklenburg and his sons Henry and Maglus,

and wittr Henry and Nicholas, Counts of Holstein.
Furiher, when war was declared against Waldemar

at the Congress of L{ibeck in February, 1368, and
I,itterae querintonial,es sent to the Emperor Charles IV,
the Pope, and thirty secular and ecciesiastical princes
(including Casimir of Poland), the Grand ilIaster
was, doubtless intentionally, left out. Obviously the
Hanse were not counting on help or support from
the Order. On the other hand, however, it has to be
admitted that the Order did not prevent its subjects
from taking part in the action against Denmark, as
it had done in the {ormer war. The Pn:ssian cities
furnished five vessels, each with a hundred armed
men, levied a tax, participated in congresses, and
in general took an active part in the operations
without meeting with the slightest hindrance on tlie
part of the Grand Master.

The Order's passivity in this case turned out
advantageously for the Prussian towns. Waldemar IV
liad left his kingdom before the commencement of
hostilities, in order to look for allies outside Denmark.
In June r37o, he was in Prussia, and even before
the"conclusion of peace between the Hanseatic League
and Denmark, the Prussian cities endeavoured to
obtain from him the right to fish off Scania. He
agreed, conferring the priviiege on six of the Order's
towns separately, and stating expressly that he did
so at the instigation oI the Grand Master. Besides,
the Order showed consideration for the exiled monarch,
and received him most hospitably in Prussia. After-
wards, in 1389, the Grand Master Conrad Z6llner
von Rotenstein reminded Queen Margaret how her
father, Waldemar IV, 'when he had been driven out
of tris own country confidently sojourned in the new
land of Prussia, enjoyed his wealth in peace and quiet,
and felt himseU more secure arnong us than anylvhere
else'.2

We cannot but admit that the policy of the Order
during the first and second Hanseatic-Danish wars
was extraordinarily sucess{ul, when we see bow t}re
Grand Master permitted his subjects to defeat Wal-
demar IV and yet contrived to maintain friendly
relations with him. The Order gathered in the
fruits of this policy on the fata-l field of Grunwald
(Tannenberg) and during t}re Thirteen Years' War.

THE ORDER AND SCANDINAViA AT THE
TIME OF THE TINION OF CAIMAR.

Both of the Hanse's wars wit}l Waldemar had
been waged forthe purpose of securing trade privileges

in Scandinavia and safeguarding navigation on the
Baltic. As long as the victors retained possession
of tlLe {our Danish castles - Skan6r, Falsterbo,
Malmd and Elsinore-and as long as the Council o{
State continued to have a strong influence on the
government of the country, the trade of tle German
cities on the Baltic was carried on in comparative
peace. In 1385, however, the castles were handed
back in accordance with the terms of the Peace of
Stralsund, and Margaret, daughter of Waldemar IV,
came to the Danish throne. From the very beginning,
the queen showed no more goodwiil to the cities ttran
had done her son, King Olaf of Norway. On his death
in 1387, the Hanse merchants were persecuted in
Norway, their privileges were disregarded, and the
terms of the Peace of Stralsund were broken.
Moreover, piracy began to appear on the Baltic, and
soon spread to such a degree that it was dangerous
Ior single ships to put to sea.

The Grand Master cou-ld not watch this devel-
opment with unconcern, since the sea-borne trade of
the Order's two factories suffered equally with that
of the Prussian towns. Indeed. the rulers of the Order
did all that lay in their power to put down the pirates
and uphold the privileges of the Hanse in foreign
countries. To this end their diplomacy was active
in England, Flanders and Holland, especially under
the grand-mastership of Conrad Zollner von Roten-
stein and under that of Conrad von Jungingen.

This increased political activity on the part of
theOrder inthe years l;75=:^440 was not unaffected
by what was going on at this time in Scandinavia, the
countries on the southern coast of the Baltic, and Po-
land. while abroad tlie Order wa^s known to be both
rich and militarily strong. In order fully to explain the
situation, it will be advisable to devote a few words
to politics in northern Europe between r3B5 and 1398.

Five years after the conclusion of peace at Stral-
sund, Waldemar died, and the power passed into
the hands of a council of state which was favourably
disposed to the Hanseatic League. But when Margaret,
the late king's daughter and 'the craltiest of women',
came to the throne, the position was totally altered.
She had one desigrr, the complete rea-Iization of
which could not fail to provoke reactions far beyond
the borders o{ Denmark: namely, the union of the
three northern countries under the Danish crown.
But this was but her immediate aim, and was to be
the means of attaining that dominant position on
ttre Baltic which her father before her had desired.
Here, however, she was opposed not only by the
Hanseatic League and the Teutonic Order, but also by
Sweden and the dukes of Nlecklenburg and Pomerania.

Margaret was favoured by fortune in the reali-
zation of her plans. The union of Norway with
Denmark was accomplished witlout bloodshed and

I  ' do  her  us  synem r iche  vor t reb iB  war t ,  in  gu ter  zcu-
vors icb t  by  uns  in 'uns i rn  landen zcu  Pruss in  was]  und syn

gett doselbest in unsirm lande grrtl ich und {runtl ich vor-
czerte, und by uus sylis lybes sicherer was dan by andira.'
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endured for centuries. On the other hand, the acqui-
sition of Sweden took her considerably longer than
might have been expected a-fter her first victories.
Since the expulsion of the Danish Olaf, the Mecklen-
burger Albert III had been king of Sweden, but there
was general discontent with his rule, which was
supported only by numerous Germans settled at
Stockholm and hated by the natives. About 1384
t.}te idea was mooted of expelling Albert and recalling
the Danish dynasty. This became knorm to Nlargaret
and she encouraged it. At the same time, however,
as a sign of her own claims to the Swedish crown,
she caused her son to take the titte of heir to the
kingdom of Sweden. If, in spite of the state of tensron,
the outbreak of war was put off till 1388, the cause
was to be found in ttre impossibility of carr5ring on
operations successfully without holding the castles
in Scania, which were to be returned to Denmark
in 1385. When hostilities finally began, they soon
revealed the weakness of the X{ecklenburg rulers of
Sweden. Their army was defeated at Aasle on Feb-
ruary 24th, 1389, and King Albert, his son Eric and
a large number of nobles were taken prisoner. One
castle after another then surrendered, untrl by the
end of 1389 only Stockholm still held out, owing
to the attitude of the Germans ."vho inhabited it,

However, the Mecklenburgers took up arms
in defence of their duke, and, feeling themseives un-
equal to a campaign on land, declared a privateering
war against Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and be-
gan to destroy merchant ships in the Baltic. Every
sea-rover accordingly gravitated to Nlecklenburg,
in order to plunder the Scandinavians under the lead-
ership and protection of its nobility. Their chief
task, however, was to victual the Stockholm gar-
rison oI Vitalienbriider - who derived their sobri-
quet from this circumstance. These latter not only
soon made themselves felt by the Danes and Norwe-
gians, but became the terror of merchant sailors on
the ]3altic. \!hen they succeeded in occupying the
island of Gottland, navigation became almost impos-
sible, and there were moments when trade by sea
completely ceased.

The Hanse became convinced that the only way
out of this intolerable state of affairs was to be found
in the conclusion of peace between Albert III and
Nlargaret, and accordingly offered itsei{ as me-
diator. Peace v'as finally made in 1395, Nlargaret
agreeing to liberate the Swedish king on condi-
tion that he should pay 60,000 gold marks or return
to captivity in case of his inability to do so. This
settlement was guaranteed by the Hanse, including
the Prussian cities, to whom Albert had to surrender
Stockholm until the conditions should be fuifilled.

But the neace of the Baltic was thus secured
for only a short time. The Vitalienbriidar soon resumed
their piracies, and Albert's son Eric put himself
at their head and seized the isiand of Gottland

and even made an attempt to capture Stockholm.
Meanwhile, Margaret accomplished her desigrr of
uniting the three Scandinavian kingdoms, by the
Union of Calmar on July zottr, Bg7. The surrender
to her of Stockholm in the following year decided
the fate of Mecklenburg power in Sweden. Whatever
was the actual significance of the Union of Calmar,
it created a new situation, with which the Hanse
and the Order had to reckon. And, naturally, dur-
ing the long conllict between lVlecklenburg and Swe-
den on the one hand and Denmark and Norway on
the other, both sides strove to enlist the support of
the two above-named powers. Accordingly, the atti-
tude of tie Grand Master towards tJre disputants,
and towards the slowly prepared for Union of Cal-
mar, was of extreme importance.

A notable feature of the Teutonic Order's policy
under Coffad Zo\lner and Conrad von Jungingen was
.its close co-operation with tie Prussian towns, and
even, whenever possible, with the German Hanse.
The latter constantly appealed to Marienburg for
aid, and the Crand lVlasters did in fact intervene on
its behalf at the western courts and in Denmark.
None the less, the Hanse went its own way, and, while
availing itself of the Order's assistance, was not inclined
to allow it a deciding voice in the dispute between
IVlargaret and Albert. In this it was to a certain ex-
tent justified, the Order having taken up a neutral
attitude in the wars of Waldemar IV, which gave
it no claim to the advantages confened on the towns
by the Peace of Stralsund. Daenell is of the opinion
that between 1375 and 1398 the Hanse was the
deciding factor among the Baltic states (die aus-
schlaggebende Macht unter den Ostseemcichten), which
is perhaps true, although it must not be forgotten
that the Order remained in direct contact with
Scandinavia, and that its chief efforts at this time
were directed towards England and Holland, a field
in which its diplomacy scored several victories. It
was not, however, sufficiently strong for simultane-
ous energetic action in Scandinavian af{airs, though
the opportunities were many.

In its reiations to Denmark, the Order preserv-
ed that neutrality which it had maintained through-
out the Hanse's wars with Waldernar IV. This had
been the policy of the Grand Master before the deci-
sive battle between the forces of Margaret and of
Albert in 1389, and likewise after the latter's defeat
at Aasie, which he probably recognized as fatal to the
hopes of Mecklenburg. The principles determining
his attitude he set out at length in a letter to
Margaret dated September z3rd, 1389, when tlere
were rumours of proposed joint action on the part
o{ the Order and the enemies of Denmark. Con-
rad von ZolTner expressly denies these, and begs
the queen not to believe them, but rather to help
him to get back his property which had been
confiscated by Denmark. In this case, he assured
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her, the Order would do its best to establish peace
and friendship with Denmark, as in the days of
Waldemar IV.

This attitude of neutrality was maintained by
the next Grand Nlaster, Conrad von Wa-llenrod (r39r-
g3), but his successor, Conrad von Jungingen (1393-
r4o7), decided on an aggressive step, which the Order
was to regTet.

It was not easy to persist in a neutral policy
u'hen Queen Margaret in 1393 strove to draw the Order
to her side, and to induce the Grand Master to take
action against llecklenburg. It is true that in the
negotiations with the Danish plenipotentiary, Jan
Blome, nothing was mentioned except commercial
matters and the recovery oI the property of Prussian
merchants, captured by the Danes, but there can
be little doubt that other matters aiso entered into
the discussions. Wallenrod gave Margaret elaborate
explanations, yet at the end confined himseU to ex-
pressions of sorrow for the consequences of the war -

which 'caused such loss and damage to his poor people'
- and suggested t-trat she come to an a6reement,
in which case he promised to do everything in his
power to serve her. This tirne the Order was sincere;
for we presently find its envoys, together with those
of the Hanseatic League, endeavouring to negotiate
a peace between the captive Albert III and Margaret,
although the main task fell to the Hanse. In 1395
we even hear of gifts sent by Margaret to Jungingen,
and of a new Danish embassy at Marienburg. There
are, however, no data in the correspondence or com-
pacts between them which throw light on the rea-l
aims of the queen in regard to the Order. It is certain
only that Conrad von Jungingen sent Albert von
Schwarzenburg, commander from Swiecie, and Johann'fiergarten, 

commander from Marienburg, to Scanta,
where an agreement between Margaret and Albert
was at last reached in May 1395.

The representatives of the Order had a very
considerable influence on the course of the negotia-
tions. A glance at the Grand Master's correspondence
at this period will convince us that the Order strongly
supported the cause of peace, in its own interests,
it is true. The new envoy to the Danish court was
expressly instructed in August, 1395, 'to push the
matter forward and conduct it to a favourable issue'.3

These friendly relations between Denmark and
the Order were maintained for several years. The
Order sent its factor Johann Tiergarten to the congress
of representatives of the Hanse and Denmark at
Copenhagen in 1398; ald while the Hanse envoys
obtained a number of successes, securing the confirma-
tion of their priviJ.eges in all three of the northern
kingdoms, and compensation for their property which
had been captured at Bornholm, the delegate of the
Order did not come away empty-handed. On Septem-
ber rst, 1398, he concluded an a-lliance with EricVII,

Bueen Margaret, and the council of the ttrree northern
states, which was aftenvards con{irmed by the
Grand Master Conrad von Jungingen.

The Treaty of'Copenhagen did not create any
new situation between Denmark and the Order,
which guaranteed each other freedom of trade and
concluded peace 'in perpetuity'. Further, the Order
bound itseU to 'sit quiet' and to compel its subjects
to do so iikewise- Danish diplomacy r,vas indeed
constrained to make economic concessions to the
Hanse, but might be regarded as successful in main-
taing the status quo in Scandinavia. For by its recog-ni-
tion of Eric oi Pomerania as ruler of Denmark. Sweden
and Norway, the Hanse made a settlement unfavour-
able to the legitimate claims of A-lbert III, who had
been expelled. The Order did the same, and yet wtth
curious inconsistency recogrrized A'lbert's right to
Gottland even after the conclusion of its alliance
with Denmark in 1398. The Treaty of Copenhagen
put an end to the state of war in the Baitic and estab-
lished {avourable conditions for Hanseatic trade in
Scandinavia, while at the same time confirming the
Union of Calmar, which became the foundation-stone
of Danish power on the Baltic.
, Gottland had been occupied by an armed force
of Teutonic Knights in April, 1398. It was tJreir
only act of aggression on the Baltic, and several
accounts of it are preserved. One of them tells us
that 84 ships, large and small. assembled at the mouth
of the Vistula at Easter, 1398, and put to sea, well
provided with food, powder and muskets, and in fact
everlthing necessary for war, and carrying 4,ooo armed
men, including 5o knights, together with 4oo horses.
Such a splendid force had not been seen on the Baltic
since the days of Waldemar the Great, or the fa-mous
expedition of the Slavs against theNorwegian Konunga-
halle in rr37. In the first war with Denmark (1362-63)
the Hanseatic League had only gz ships at its disposal,
of which b:ut z7 were actual warships, the remainder
being large boats. Five years later, in tJre second
Danish war, the lVendish towns led by Liibeck
furnished on-ly rz ships and r,o45 men, and other
groups even less.

Possibly the Teutonic Order intended by this
demonstration to frighten Margaret into mal<ing
concessions. In any case, the results corresponded
to the cost. They overran the island and took its
capita-l, Visby, at the first attack, beating its garri-

son of. Vitalienbriider to their knees, or driving them

on to fhe North Sea. From this time onwards peace
reigned on the Baltic, Queen Margaret having

disposed of the pirates in Danish waters. After tie

conquest of the island, the Order's fleet returned to

Prussia, leaving only a small garrison behind.
The question of the real ownership of the island

remained open, for whoever was entitled to it, most

certainly the Order was not, nor could they justify

3 'd ie  sache czu  vo l rekken uDd vor t  czu  t ryben u f I  oyn  lobe l i ch  esde. '
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their occupation of it either by law or by necessity.
However, their diplomacy was equal to the occasion.
Recogrizing that after Albert's expulsion Gottland
passed to Margaret, and tiat it would be diJficult to
purchase it from her, they took it as pledge from the
former, in whose hands it still was, for the sum of
lo,ooo nobles. The condition that ttre king had to
pay three tirnes this sum if he wished to redeem it
reveals the true aims underlying the transaction: iJ it
were made impossible for Albert to regain it, the
Order would be estab[shed in the centre of the Ba-ltic.

However, here the Grand Master's diplomats
overreached themselves, for though it might be
possible to argue whether Gottland was a province
of the Danish or the Swedish Crown, it could not for
a moment be maintained that Albert had any right
to it after the Union of Cafmar had been formed.
By his alliance with Eric VII, Conrad von Jungingen
recognized the dethronement of the Mecklenburg
prince, and could not consistently thereafter buy
or take from him in pledge what did not belong to him.
The Order was fully conscious of the weakness of its
position in face of Denmark, and, knowing Margaret's
plans, began to fear the loss not only of the island
but of the money they had deposited. The measures
they took at this time to secure their rear on the
sides of Poland and Lithuania are the best evidence
that they expected trouble with Denmark over
Gottland.

Margaret at first accepted the occupation of the
islard calmly, and did not demand its return even
at ttre Copenhagen congress of 1398. But as soon
as she obtained possession of Stockholm a month
later, and thus secured hersel{ against a Mecklenburg
attack, she put forward her claims to Gottland, at
first by way of negotiation.

However, it was di{ficult to reach an agreement,
Conrad demanding that she should first come to
an understanding concerning Gottland with Albert:
a course to which neither of them was inclined. The
Hanse tried in vain to prevent the outbreak of war,
for Margaret determined to take possession of the
island by force, and sent out a flelt against it {rom
Calmar in r4o3. But it soon appeared that she had
less success in war than in diplomacy. Though the
Swedish forces occupied ttre country, they were unable
to overcome the resistance offered by the capital,
which was relieved in r4o4. These events were followed
by the first and last meeting between the armies of
the Order and of Denmark, and by a battle at sea.
In botti of these tfle Swedes suffered de{eat, and
their fleet was annihilated. This left the queen no
course but to negotiate, in which she was strongly
supported by the Hanse, and once again her diplomatic
taient was successful. As the Order had constanfly
sheltered behind the name of Albert III, Margaret
came to an arrangement with him and purchased
his rights to the island for 8,ooo Liibeck marks. The

Grand llaster tried to annul this bargain, but in varu,
and in r4o9 he surrendered the island to the Danes for
the sum of 9,ooo nobles.

The Knights had invaded Gottland in triumph
in 1398, but ten years later they abandoned it in humil-
iation. Their claims to it were disallowed, and they
were repaid only such monies as they had spent
on actual construction. When they restored the
island to the Danes, they renounced their maritime
schemes and left Denmark predominant in the Baltic.
That is to say, in r4o8 the Teutonic Order was finally
defeated in its struggle for sea pov/er.

However, its diplomatic ill-success might yet
have been made good by victory on land. But only
three years a-fter the evacuation of Gottland, the
Teutonic Knights were overthrown at Gmnwald
and the fate of the whole Order hung by a thread.
These events proved the wisdom and prudence ot
the policy followed by Jungingen's predecessors, who,
instead of dissipating their strength at sea, gathered
it on land. The Gottland af{air marked the beginning
of a new political policy with regard to Poland,
which was ended by the liquidation of the Order's
dominion in West Prussia in 1466.

THE ORDER DEFENDS THE HANSEATIC
LEAGUE IN ENGLAND, FLANDERS AND

ELSEWHERE

It would be an injustice to the Order to omit
mention of its diplomatic efforts in England between
r37o and r4o8, when it was engaged, together with
the Hanse, in combating English inlluence on the
Baltic, and when at the same time England was
a most important centre of the Order's forei6rr trade.

The Prussian Hanseatic towns had long ma.inta.in-
ed active commercia-l relations with Englald, regu-
lated by a royal license of r3o3. Hirsch has calculated
that the turnover of the English merchants at Danzig
from r3oo to 1437 averaged f,4oo,ooo yearly: a very
considerable sum for those days. The English tovern-
ment long recogrrized the Hanse's privileges, and
it was only at the end of the reign of Edward III
(rSzZlZ) that difficulties for it began, owing to
the raising of the duty on its wares. Further, about

13125 the English merchants first put forward their
claim to the same privileges in the Hanse towus as
the latter enjoyed in London; and more particularly
to permission to open a factory at Danzig on the
sa.me lines as the German trading stations at Bruges
and Novgorod. This dispute over the right to establish
themselves in Prussia is regarded by Hirsch as the
chief issue between the merchants of England and
of the Order, and almost every treaty concluded

between the Knights and the English Crown has
reference to it.

In this quarrel over trading rights in England
the Hanse towns could not dispense with the support
of ttre Teutonic Order, the Engliqh merchants being
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supported by the court, which was more inclined
to negotiate with the temporal tJ-ran with mere commer-
cial authorities. Such was the opinion of the experien-
ced representatives of the Hanse (Stahlhol) in London,
who wrote rn 474 that 'the above-mentioned Grand
Master and the Iords of Prussia are favourably looked
upon by the nobie king aforesaid and a-ll his council-
Iors. 'r  The Knights of the Order, then, enjoyed the
respect and esteem of the English court, and en-
deavoured to profit by it in their negotiations con-
cerning commerciai priviieges, rvhich culminated in
the Treaty of Marienburg in 1388.

The Grand Master's aid was specially needed
in 1385, when the English began to seize Prussian
ships, on the principle that all goods in an enemy
countrv are to be considered enemy property, no
matter who is the actual owner. On receipt of this
news, it was decided to confiscate English property
in Prussia to the value of the ships which had been
seized. At the same time envoys were sent to England,
but without success, as one of them fell sick and the
other died. Next year Count Rudolph von Kyborgh
took up the negotiations on behalf of tJre Grand
Nlaster, and was assured by King Richard that he
'desired to be a friend of the Grand Master and of
the Order, and would always increase and not diminish
their ancient friendship, which had originated in the
time of their fathers.' Nevertheless, his mlssron
likewise came to nothing, and Conrad Zrjliner von
Rotenstein determined to take decisive steps. He there-
fore in August 1385 forbade the import of l)nglish
cloth into Prussia, and the export of timber and
forest products to England. It was now England's
turn to desire peace. Negotiations were opened in
1388 by Albert Veer, and werc brought to a successful
issue bv the king's envovs, who arrived at Marienburg
on July z8th, 1388. On August zrst they concluded
an agreement wrth the Order, re-establishing mutua_l
commercial relations and granting the Prussian mer-
cltants compensatiotr for their goods previously
distrained in Engiand. This was rati{ied by Richard II
in the following year.

In Prussia, however, it was soon perceived that
the agreement was more to the advantage of the
English merchants than to those subject to the Order,
for which reason the Grand Nlaster delayed its ratifica-
tion. Moreover, fresh duties lvere presently imposed
by the English on Pmssian products. It was probably
due to the Order's intervention that Richard granted
the German merchants exemotion from these for two
years, sending Thomas, Duke of Gloucester, in r39r
to negotiate de quibusdam materiis et negotiis inter
nos et lpsurn magistrum pendentibus. The desired
results, h.owever, were not attained, and when further
efforts on the part of the Hanse to procure the cancel-
lation of the new duties were no more successful,

a demand arose in Prussia for reprisals against the
English trading there. Still, the Grand lI351s;, ven
Jungingen, hesitated to use extreme measures and
endeavoured to negotiate; but this proving fruitless,
in February 1398, he denounced the Marienburg atree-
ment and ordered the English merchants to leave
the country within the year. Notwithstanding, they
were suffered to remain and trade as before, and the
Order's merchants continued to visit England. It
was only when, in r4o4, English privateers plundered
Prussian and Livonian merchants of goods to tlie
value of 5o,ooo nobles, that recourse was had to
extreme measures. It is curious that although the
Hanseatic towns, and more especially those in Prus-
sia, suffered very considerable losses from English
policy, they yet avoided war.

They were throughout loyally supported by the
Teutonic Order, which, however, notwithstanding
the instigation of the Duke of Burgundy, was disin-
clined for war, and counted on the goodwill of
Richard II's successor, Henry IV (of Lancaster), who
had been on good terms with the Order ever since
1399, when he had undertaken an expedition against
Lithuania in common with it. In fact, and in spite
of all diiiiculties, it succeeded in obtaining a favour-
able agreement in London on December 4th, r4o9.

In these protractecl commercial negotiations
with England, Teutonic diplomacy was more success-
ful than perhaps in any other field, representing as
it did at the English court either the whole of the
Hanseatic League or at least the Prussian part of it.
The Hanse obviously felt itself uncomfortable on
English territory, and preferred reliance on the Order's
diplomacy to warlike operations.

The establishment of good relations with t}le
other western states in whose territory the Hanse
traded was a much easier task. After the agreement
of 136o with Flanders, there followed a period
of comparative peace, permitting the League to
enjoy its privileges undistrirbed until r43o. O"ly
once, in 1383, when Hanse trade in Flanders had
suffered in consequence of war, Conrad Zollner von
Rotenstein endeavoured to obtain compensation
from Lewis, Count of Flanders, for the Prussian mer-
chants who had lost their property. The answer com-
pletely satisfied him, and is evidence of the good
relations existing between the Order and the counts of
Flanders, which were maintained even during the
conflict between the Hanse and Flanders in 1389.
In spite of the reprisals against the Flemings at
Lribeck, the factor of Kdnigsberg was allowed to
purchase Malines cloth and his agent to export
amber to Flanders.

The Order maintained relations even with the
French court, where it protected the interests of the

Prussian merchants. Its factor, Henry von Alien,
a ' d e y  v o r s e g h e d e  h o o m e s t e r  u a d e  d e y  h e r e n  v a n  P r u t s e l  5 e r e  w o l  g h e @ y q n e t  s y q  v a o  d e m e  e d e l n  c o n y D g e
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was honourably entertained by Charles VI in 1383,
and induced him to return goods confiscated from
Prussian merchants and to promise freedom of trade
for subjects of the Order. This ttle king undertook
to proclaim 'in all his dominions in Normandy and
Picardy and in all his towns.'

Active as i.t was in the interests of the Hanse
in the west, Teutonic diplomacy almost completely
neglected commercial affairs in the east. This was
no doubt partly due to the fact that the Order carried
on but limited trade with Novgorod Russia, and
being always in strained relations with Lithuania
might rather hurt than heip the Hanse towns by its
intervention. Nloreover, the League consciously aimed
at excluding the Order from trade with the east,
and in this was completely successful. When, at
the Congress of Liibeck in r38r, Henry von Allen
demanded on behalf of the Grand Nlaster that his
agents should be admitted to the same rights as
other Germans at Novgorod, the Hanse representa-
tives returned him an evasive answer and left matters
'as they were of old'.

Poland, cut off  from the sea since r3o9, had no
direct influence on the trend of events on the Baltic.
But the Hanse, and more particularly its Prussran
members, was quite as anxious to develop its trade
with Poland as to maintain relations with Flanders
and England. Poland and Lithuania were, indeed,
along with Novgorod Russia, the chief markets for
n'estern goods, and at the same time lay across the
route f rom the Hanse coast to Russia, Hungary
and Srlesia. In no other quarter was Hanse trade
so dependent on the state of political relations.

At first everything went well. The Hanse mer-
chants hada clearroute to Poland, and through Poland
to Russia, Hungary and Silesia. 

'Ihe 
Polish dukes

not only o{ferecl no objections to the establishment
by foreigrr merchants of trade relations with Poland,
but actually encouraged it. We have quite a number
of documents issued by King Ladislas tr-okietek
(the Short), granting the Liibeckers, in return for
financial assistance, various trading privileges in
Danzig arid Poland itself and promising them a far-
reaching measure of protection. Incidentally, we may
rema,rk that these same Liibeck merchants seem to
have acted in 1315-16 as mediators between the
Danish king Eric Menved and Ladislas tr-okietek,
who both alike had accounts to settle with the last
of the Ascanians, Margrave Waldemar of Brandenburg.
Nevertheless, Liibeck was never able to proiit by the
preference given it by the Polish duke, being con-
stantly opposed by its rival Danzig, while the
state of war which existed between the Teutonic
Order and Poland from the year r3o9 on"vards could
not but have an unfavourable influence on the oversea
trade of the Prussian towns. Such a state of ajfairs
from r3ro-33 was intolerable, and so the Grand
Master Winrich von KniDrode endeavoured at all

costs so to conduct the dispute that it should not
have an unfavourable effect upon the trade relations
of Prussia with Poland. It was fortunate for the
Prussian towns that the ttrrone of Poland was at
this time occupied by King Casimir the Great, who,
while fully maintaining his rights to Pomerania,
yet clearly distinguished politics from. economics,
and gave a {avourable reception to every proposal
of the Teutonic Knights which was calculated to
promote the growth of mutual economic relations.
We may even say that the reigns of Grand Nlaster
Winrich von Kniprode in Prussia and of Casimir the
Great in Poland coincided with the greatest develop-
ment of the oversea trade of the Order's towns and
t}te greatest growth of the Potish trading centres -

Poznai, Lw6w and Cracow.
Affairs took quite a different'turn under Casimir's

successors, the Jagiellons. Understanding very well
the effects of trade restriction, the first Jagiellon
decided on a strong measure, which certa"inly was
not expected by his opponents: in 1394 he closed
the route to Prussia and simultaneously granted
Poznai the right to be an emporium, and opened
to Potsh merchants the 'Flanders route' through
Stettin to the rvest. The course of this first and
important Polish trade war is clearly depicted in tie
works of S. Kutrzeba, E. Daenell and H. Oesterreich,
and it is an ascertained fact that the Prussian Knights
immediately made concessions. It was only the
circumstance that the new route through Stettin
wa5 hampered by many difficulties that caused

Jagiello to turn again to the ancient Prussian route
and permit ttre Teutonic Knights to trade with
Poland.

The dispute between Poland and the Teutonic
Knights and its conclusion by Jagiello in 1394 have
revealed to us, not for the first time, the false situa-
tion in which both the subjects of the Order and of the
Polish Crown found themselves in r3o9. The former
*'ere completely dependent on the maintenance of
free trade with Poland, which was a life and death
matter for them, and consequently were ready at
any moment to sacrifice the rights of their feudal
superiors if onll' they might secure their own economic
privileges and the freedom of trade by land and sea.
The Polish Crown was in a position to grant both,
and, real.izing how important was the possession of
a stretch of coast, began to push strongly towards
the sea. Accordingly, by the middle of the fourteenth
century, the interests o{ the subjects of the Order
and the aims of Poland coincided, and finally triumph-
ed during the Thirteen Years' War.

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE BALTIC POLICY
OF THE ORDER BETWEEN 1230 AND 1410

After thus assembling the facts, it becomes advis-
able to express certain general considerations with
reference to the Baltic policy of the Order betweeq
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r23o and r4ro. The latter date is of great importance,
marking a turning-point in the maritime policy of
the Order and iikewise in the domestic history of
rts state.

The whole period of two centuries which has
been discussed above may be divided into three sub-
periods, marked by certain fundamental events in the
internal development of the Order, and the stand-
point it adopted with regard to particular Baltic prob-
lems.

In the first of these, embracing the earliest expedi-
tions of the Teutonic Knights and the conquest
of Pomerania in r3o9, the Order perfectly compre-
hended the importance of the sea, as is evidenced by
the direction of its advance down theVistula and then
along the coast. The Ancient Prussians were thus
cut off Irom the sea long before the de{eats they suf-
fered in 1258 and 1283. Pre-occupied as they then
were with the conquest and organization of lresh are:s,
the Knights had no time to think of maritime expan-
sion; ttrey were, moreover, hampered by their con-
flicts with the dukes of Pomerania, as well as by
domestic troubles. This was the period when they laid
the foundations of the later power of Prussia by build-
ing towns and conferring on them Ireedom of over-
seas trade.

During this period also the co-operation of Lii-
beck with the Grand-Nlasters boti strengthened the
Order and opened a field of activity on the Baltic
{or the {uture Hanseatic League. This alliance be-
tween the Order and the Queen of the Baltic was based
on community of interests in the east; it was on occa-
sions severely tested, but endured till the end of the
Middle Ages, forcing on the Knights certain maritime
tasks. Its fruits were seen in the economic and poli-
tical expansion of t}te Hanseatic League and the Order,
and the complete change in political power on the
southern coasts of the Baltic. As Konopczynski
says: 'The 

German element, having freed itself from
the direction of the Empire, which drew it beyond
the Alps and to the Holy Land, moved north and
east like the back-flow of a wave recoiling from the
Alps and the trans-Rhenane districts. Two organi-
zations led the way: the Hanseatic League and the
Teutonic Order. . . The Hanse merchants dealt
with weights and measures, the Knights of the Order
wielded the sword, and both alike served the German
cause. The first settlement of the Knights in Prussra,
their union with the Brothers of the Sword, the first
agreement between Liibeck and Hamburg, and the
union of Wendish and Saxon towns about t2S6: all,
these events modified the course of Baltic affairs to
the advantage of the Germans and the great pre-
judice of the Scandinavians.'

But these problems carry us into the second of our
sub-periods, embracing the years between the conquest
of Pomerania in r3o9 and that of Gottland in 1398.
The former of these gave the Order a further stretch

of coast, and the possession of Danzig, the chief
trading-centre in this region; the occupation of Gott-
Iand drew it on to the sea and forced it to consider
the great probiems of the Baltic.

By the middle of the fourteenth century, the
Knights of the Order were masters in their own house,
and the support of the Prussian and Pomeranian
cities elabled them to reach an indeoendent solution
of severa-l maritime problems. Ttre most charac-
teristic feature of their policy at tfris time was their
co-operation with the Hanseatic League. The Grand
Nlasters, especially Winrich von Kniprode, maintained
good relations with Liibeck and urged their own
cities to come to an understanding with the future
members of the League. But about 1360 there came
a change. Hanseatic trade in England was threat-
ened by new, high duties; the privileges of the Ger-
mans in Flanders were annulled, and in Scania were
limited. When Waldemar IV Atterdag captured the
Hanse town of Visby, and Denmark abolished their
long-established privileges, the cup was full. Deter-
mined action was now necessary, and the aid of the
Teutonic Order was enlisted: not without success.
Indeed, we may say that in some cases the Hanse
would never have attained its ends without the sup-
port of Teutonic diplomacy. Such was the case parli-
cularly in England between 1378 and r4o9; such was
also the case in Flanders before the conclusion of the
agreement of 136o. This collaboration of Order and
League continued also in ttle third sub-period, be-
tween t398 and r4rr, although by that time the latter
had overcome its greatest difficulties, caused by Walde-
mar's attitude towards its privileges in Scandinavia,
and that of the Flemings towards its factor at Bruges.
This third sub-period of the Order's Baltic policy
is perhaps the most interesting of all. Gottland
was occupied in 1398, and we try in vain to find an
explanation for this one appearance of a Teutonic fleet
on the waters of the Baltic. It is true that von Jung-
ingen, in his lengthy defence of his rights to the
island, written in r4or, states that he was forced to
occupy owing to it by the exploits of the pirates
established on it, but this seems scarcely credible,
for he had cieared the Baltic in 1398, and driven
the last pirate on to the North Sea.

It might have been expected that tfie Knights
would have been glad to get rid of Gottland, which
had cost them much money from the very beginning.
Yet they continued to hold it, and there is evidence
in support of the view that they aimed at establishing
themselves on it permanently; for example, the terms
of their agreement with Albert III, which were such
as to render it impossible for him to redeem his pledge.
The Order purchased the island from a king whose
own title to it was doubtful, thereby reminrling us
of its curious purchase of Danzig Pomerania from
the margraves of Brandenburg in r3ro: when, how-
ever, the king of Poland, as third party, was in a far
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less favourabie position than Denmark. Again,
we know from Jungingen's defence that the Order
expended large sums on fortification and mainten-
ance, which indicates an intention of keeping ttre
island in its own hands. It was too valuable a posses-
sion to be given up easily and at a loss: the Swedes,
Danes and the Hanse were well aware that the master
of Gottland and its fortress controlled the western
waters of the Baltic; and so, assuredly, was the Grand
Master.

And yet after ten years he returned it to the
Danes on conditions which were far {rom favourable
to his Order, in spite of the fact that his armies had
won agreat victory overthe Swedes and were certain-
ly in a position to face even the combined forces
of the three northern kingdoms. In r4o9 the forces
of the Order were unbroken and its treasury full,
whereas Denmark was faced by fresh internal
troubles and was still uncertain o{ its footing in
Sweden.

None the less. the withdrawal of the Order from
Gottland was due to stern necessity. We have al-
ready spoken of the pan-Scandinavian plans of Walde-
mar IV and Margaret, and their intention of controlling
the Baltic, in which field they were not at first op-
posed either by the Hanse or the Teutonic Order.'
Indeed, the {ormer actually helped Waldemar to
strengthen his position at home, while the latter took
no step which might be called unfriendly to Denmark
until 1398. And yet events had happened in the mean-
trme, the full sigaificance of which was not yet under,
stood at Marienburg or Liibeck, though it was duly
appreciated at the court of the Grand Master.

In January 1397, Eric of Pomerania was crowned
king of Denmark, and of Sweden in June of the same
year, while the Union of Calmar was formed on July
zoth. This could not but be displeasing to the Order,
which saw itself. faced by one large kingdom instead
of a divided dynasty, and accordingly we find it
active in opposition, supporting the Hanse in its
occupation of Stockholm, and subsidizing the Prussian
towns which undertook to garrison the place. But
Daenell is also justified in asserting that the meeting
of representatives of Denmark, the Teutonic Order
and the Hanseatic League at Copenhagen in August
1398, really covered a struggle for hegemony in the
Baltic between Queen Margaret and the Order.

The latter, however, found itself isolated, inas-
much as the Hanse supported the Danes, and Henry
Westfrof, burgomaster of Liibeck, was regarded as one
of the creators of the Union of Calmar. At this criticat
moment in the lortunes of the Hanse and of Denmark,
the Order determined upon the dangerous step of
occupying Gottland, in the conviction that it would
thus set a term to Danish expansion on the Baltic.
This, then, was the true reason for the Teutonic
expedition against Gottland and the occupation of
the island in 1398.

Knowing the Teutonic Knights as we do, rile may
safely assume that they would not have evacuated
it had they not been compelled by circumstances.
Since they might have defended it successfully against
Denmark, there must have been some special reason
which led them to restore it to Margaret, and this,
surely, is to be found in the strained state of political
relations with Poland after the death of Lewis of
Hungary. Polish historians have long leaned to the
opinion that none of the kings of Poland, not even
Lewis of Anjou, really renounced their claims to
Darwig Pomerania, in spite of the fact that Casimir
the Great formally ceded it to the Order in 1343.
This last of the Piasts continued to the end of his
life to bear the irritating title, conferred on him by
the Knights, o{ 'heir to Pomerania', but he was too
wise a politician to guarrel with the Order and risk
disturbing the economic relations between his country
and Prussia.'In the reigrr of Lewis of Hungary, likewise,
both sides avoided accentuating their differences.
But in the meantime came the unexpected agreement
of Krewo in 1385, whereby Poland and Lithuania
were united, and in this the Order undoubtedly saw
a still greater danger than in the Union of Calmar
some ten or fifteen years later. It was recogrrized
alike, too, at Marienburg and at Cracow, that it
was only a question of how soon the con{lict over
Pomerania would come to a head, and that the interval
must be used for preparation. If war did not break
out at once, it was due in the first place to the Grand
Master Conrad von Jungingen, who preferred to
pursue a strong policy at sea, and in the second to

Queen Jadwiga, to whose influence it was due that
hostiiities were postponed until her death in 1399. The
Order, so long as she lived, felt itsel{ safe on land
and free to devote its wh.ole energies to its English,
Hanseatic and Danish problems, and was able to
undertake the cooquest of Gottland.

Soon afterwards, however, Jadwiga died, and
Margaret, whose hands were free now that she had
regained Stockholm, began to remember the island.
Accordingly, in r4oo, the Order found itself faced
by Jagiello of Poland, Witold of Lithuania and their
:llied Pomeranian dukes on the one hand, and Margaret
and Eric on the other: a situation which must have
given it serious cause for thought. It would seem
that it counted on success both by land and by sea,
and was loath to give up either Gottland or Danzig
Pomerania. But these designs were too far-reaching,
and Margaret, unable to come to terms with the Grand
Master, detached the Hanse towns from him and

opened negotiations with Poland.
Again, although the Order skilfully endeavoured

to make use of Grand Duke Witold as an ally against

Jagiello, he showed himseU but an untnrstworthy
friend, and from 14o6 onwards an outright enemy.
Hence the Teutonic diplomatists doubtless very soon
convinced themselves that it was aot feasible to defend
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both their conquests, and that they must jettison one

in order not to lose both. Their choice fell on Gott-

Iand, perhaps because the new Grand Master Ulrich

von Jungingen was in favour of a continental policy

and proposed to 'liquidate the political banJrruptcy'
o{ his predecessor. This wit}rdrawal from the Baltic
was certainly well-judged, for it is extremely likely
that the crisis in lhe Ord,ensstaal resulting from its
de{eat by Polish arms in r4ro would have been yet
more serious had it had to fight against Denmark
and Sweden as well. It began the Battle of Grunwald
with all its forces intact and confident of victorv.

RELATIONS \,VITH THE HANSEATIC LEAGUE
AND WITH THE PRUSSIAN TOWNS.

We have already shown t-l-rat the fundamental
{eature o{ the Baltic policy of the Teutonic Order
between r35o and r4ro was co-operation with the
Hanseatic League. This latter had, indeed, its own
separate aims on the Baltic, but at critical moments
the Order stood by the towns, eitJrer observing a bene-
volent neutrality, or allowing its subjects freedom
o{ action. After the defeat at Grunwald, however,
the complexion of af{airs changed. The attitude of
foreign courts towards the Order was appreciably
modified, and the trade of the Prussian merchants
was thereby affected. For example, Henry IV of
England began to lose confidence in the future of
the Ordensstaat, and withheld payment of the sums
due to its merchants by the treaty of r4og; and
a similar course was followed by the Danes.

The Order, however, did not realize even then that
its most deadly enemies were the Prussian cities of
'foruir, 

Danzig and Elbing, which sent envoys to the
camp of the Polish king immediateiy after the defeat at
Grunwald and negotiated favourable terms of peace
for themselves. For this they have been accused of
treachery, but it should not be forgotten that not
merely the prelates, but even the high dignitaries
of the Order were despairing of its future. Moreover,
the Order was now palnng the penalty for its treat-
ment of the towns during the preceding decades.
The commercial policy of the Grald Masters between
t388 and r4rr drove a wedge between fhe burghers
and their lords, and it was only the authority of
the latter which enforced obedience. The treachery
of the towns in r4ro opened an abyss, which could
only have been bridged by a policy of conciliation.
Instead of this, the Knights had thoughts only for
violence and revenge, and when the Grand Nlaster
Heinrich Reuss von Plauen beheaded the burgo-
masters of Toruri and Daruig, and deprived those

If it had had to devote halJ its strength to the defence,
of Gottland, it would probably have been iacapable
of that stubborn resistance aJter the day of cala"mity
which ultimately saved it from total ruin. Margaret
would certainly have taken advantage of its mis-
fortunes, and would probably have regained the
island.

Be that as it may, however, there is no doubt
that the events of r4ro comoelled the Teutonic
Order to initiate a new policy, very di{ferent from
the Baltic policy o{ Winrich von Kniprode, Conrad
Zollter and Conrad von Juagingen.

towns of their autonomy, he created a permanent
breach between the Order and the League, which
led to tlre ultimate downfall of the Ordensstaat.

After r4ro, the Order had too many domestic
troubles to be able to uphold the interests and pri-
vileges o{ the Hanse in foreign countries. Even be-
{ore r4ro some of the Grand Masters had endeavoured
to distinguish the affairs of the Prussian towns from
tltose of the League as a whole, and from that year
onwards the Order parted company with the League
and endeavoured to detach the Prussian towns from
t-he rest, and break the bonds uniting them to the
League. It may also be said that from this tirne till
1466, Marienburg followed the principles laid down
in r4rr by the Livonian Master in his letter to the
Grand Master, written in answer to the latter's de-
mand that the dignitaries of the Order in Livonia should
consider whether it would be advisable to make an
:lliance with the Hanse in view of approaching v/ar
with Denmark. His answer is characteristic, and
throws light on the views of the rulers of the Teutonic
Order concerning the Baltic problem:.'We have come
to the conclusion,' he says, 'that it would be advan-
tageous to be on terms of friendship with the Hanse,
so long as rve did not enter into any formal elliance.
The towns are too many, and if it happened that
the secular princes declared war on them, or they
on the princes, and it became necessary for us to aid
them, the interests of our Order wouid be prejudiced.'s
Heinrich von Plauen followed this suggestion, and
for a time even supported Denmark against the Han-
seatic League.

The Grand Masters took up a similar attitude
to the Prussian towns, tirough which the Order
indirectly influenced Ba-ltic affairs. We do not pro-
pose here to enquire into the origin of Prussian
municipal opposition to the Order between r4u and
1454, but will content ourselves with pohtilg out
its importance in the quarrel of the Estates of tie

II

THE BALTIC POLICY OF THE ORDER FROM 1410 TO 1466

5 'Wi r  haben do  u f f  m i t  unser  geb i t igera  ge t rach te t
usd  gar  ebn ob i rgewegen,  uude duochte  uns  gar  nuot te  i ve-
sea,  koade Een ene.v ren tschaf f t  m i t  ea  gemachea suosder
bardeu vorsigelten vorbund; aaders en dunket id uBs mit

n ich te  geradet r ,  wente  der  s te te  gar  v i l l  i s ,  unde.we lden
d ie  wer i i i cben fuors ten  en  beseten-ken en  k rygen edder  s ie
kegen die {utsteB, solde ir dan eq bysten rn elen Doterl,
d.{z wete oit qichte vor qason ordes.'
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Ordensstaot with their iords, which is directly or rn-

directly connected with the Order's Battic policy at

the period.
One of the things which helped in a notable

degree to inflame the relations between the burghers

of Pnrssia and the Grand ilIasters was tlte imposition

of the so-called 
'poundage' (Piun'dzoll, Pfundgeld)

on all products exported by sea. It was one of the
means whereby the trade of the Prussian towns was

made dependent on the Order;and incidentally it may
be remarked that the Hanseatic sea-coast towns them-
selves had pointed the Knights the way to this rich
source of income. For when rn 136z tiLey decided
to declare war on the king of Denmark, they covered
the costs by customs duties levied in all the Hanse-
atic ports on all ships and goods. The same course
was followed between 1368 and 1372, and enabled
the League to defeat the hitherto successful Walde-
mar IV. It is true that after the peace of r37o,
poundage ceased to be levied, but the Prussian towns
and the nrlers of the Order did not forget that at that
time its exaction had in no rvay injured the interests of
their subjects, and they perceived that a tax on oversea
exports could produce large sums without interfering
too much with trade. Accordingly, only a few years
aiter the conclusion of peace with Denmark, we find 

'

the Prussian towns deciding, at the Congress of Elbing
in 1389, to levy customs duties on 'all those who
wish to land and to export goods in this country',
and from the proceeds of this ta,x to repay the Grand
Master the expenses of the Prussian embassy to Lt,
beck and Hoiland. The duties were at first imnosed
for one year, but were levied unbrokenly in the fol-
lowing years under the pretext that the money was
needed for various expenses and for operations against
pirates in the Baltic. The Grand Master Conrad von
Jungingen, who was anxious to secure the debts owed
him by his subjects, agreed to the towns' decision,
stipulating only that one-third of the duties levied
should go to the reduction of debt, amounting to
r,5oo marks, the rest going to the maintenance of
the garrison at Stockholm.

The Order, hotvever, did not overlook so con-
venient a source of income, and, distrusting the
honesty of the burghers, appointed an official
(Pfundmeister) to control it. After r4o8 we find the
Grand Master taking two-thirds of the receipts: a con-
siderable sum, since tl-re total levied between r3g7
and t4r7 amounted to 32,835 marks 7 scots - elo-
quent evidence, by the way, of the extent of the
oversea trade of lhe Ordensstaai at this oeriod.

The year r4ro brought a weakening of the Or-
der's power, and its defeats had an unfavourable
effect on the sea-borne trade of the Prussian towns.
Consequently, they felt all the more keenly the burden
of the poundage duties, from which they desired to
free themseives at all costs. They had not consulted
the Hanse tor,vns when imposing them, but now, as

Grand Master Michael Kiichmeister remained dea{
to their prayers, tJ-rey turned to the Hanse and
begged it to intervene. The representatives of the
League, gathered in congress at Wismar in 1416, did
in fact request the Grandllaster to cancel the pound-
age, but without success. Under Kiichmeister's
successor, Paul von Russdorf, the question o{ the
abolition of poundage was constantl.y before the

. Prussian estates, where it was united to various
other charges which the towns had against the Order,
and contributed in no small degree to increase the
tension existing between the feudal superior and his
Prussian vassals. Possibly under external infiuence,
Paul von Russdorf abolishecl the duties shortly be-
fore his death in r44r.

Unfortunately lhey were soon restored. Conrad
von Ehrlichshausen, his successor, made it clear from
the beginning that he intended to re-introduce them
and at the same time give them a fundamentally
dilferent character. We have seen that they were on-
ginally imposed and collected by the Prussian llanse
towns, the Grand Master approving, on condition
that the proceeds should be used in the {irst place
for the defrayal of the debts which the towns owed
to the Order. The appointment of a controller in r4ro
was a suspicious step, although the maintenance of
the duties still depended on the decision of the Es-
tates. In the succeeding years it is true that the Order
shared the proceeds of poundage with the towns,
but when they proposed its abolition, the Order refus-
ed to agree. The embittered quarrels over poundage
between the estates and the Order in the years 437-42
afford evidence that at that period the whole of the
proceeds went into the treasury of the Order. When
this state of affairs came about has not been ascer-
tained: lve only know that by hostile Prussian chron-
iclers Paul von Russdorf is named as the re-intro-
ducer of poundage.

Conrad von Ehrlichsliausen had to meet the
obstinate resistance of the towns over this question.
He paid no attention to the protest of the Danzigers
concerning the serious effects of the duties on their
oversea trade, declaring the question to be one ot
life and death for him, and threatening to bring it
before the Emperor, where the towns would undoubt-
edly have found themselves no match for his diplo-
macy. Accordingly, we find them assenting to the
re-institution of poundage, which was formally pro-
claimed by the Grand Master in January 1443. They
negotiated a promise that one-third of the proceeds
should fall to them, and that no further burdens
should be iaid on the merchants witJLout their assent.
After the Grand Master's death, complaints against
the duties again make themselves heard, and there
is plenty of evidence to show the extreme un-
popularity of this form of tax.

The whole course of relations between the estates
and the Order show what an extraordinarily critical

t q
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question this one of poundage was from the very
beginning, for it affected the prosperity of six impor-
tant towns, and thereby inclined them to take up

a position decidedly hostile to their rulers. Merchants
can never regard taxes with approval, and this tax
o{ poundage was the more oppressive in that it was
high, and prejudiced the whoie oversea trade of
Prussia.

The proceeds of poundage in the years 14+3-+6
amounted to zz,57o marks; in t4q7 to more than

7,j32; and in 1448 to almost 5,396. Of this the towns
received one-third for their needs, wtrich grew greatly
when they were in open conflict with the Order, to
which they were compelled to relinquish the remain-
der. Further, the inst i tut ion of poundage was un-
knorvn in any o{ the other Baltic ports and naturally
disincl ined the Hanseatic merchants from carrying
on trade with Prussia: a point frecluently emphasized
by the I)anzigers in their protests to the heads of
the Order. Unfortunately, rve have no figures whereby
we may cornpare the annuaL trade of Danzig at this
t ime with that of other ports, but we know that
pounclage was regarded by foreigners rvith the greatest
dislike. The Dutch and the -Lngtish, who were the
most interestcd in trade with Prussia, appealled to
the Grand }laster against its imposition, but without
success. Liibeck issued tlrreats to wlLicir ttre Knights
ought to have listened. Io rlLT the Hanseatic League
considered the adyisability of bringing a charge
against the Order at the Counci l  of Constance, and
rr-r r+2o matters looked threatening. But the Grand
\Iaster thought little of aII ttris, though the Livonian
dignitaries showed a better understancling of his
interests rvhen, in r42r, they advised him to abolish
the duties if tre did not rvish to involve the Order rn
vuxatious dif  f  icult ies.

The e-xaction of poundage was not the only abuse
of which the subjects of the Order had to complain.
1'he proceedings o{ the Estates between r39o and
r-15-1 afford ample evidence ttrat the Order systemat-
ically competed with its seven great towns in a field
which concerned their very existence. Incidentally,
tlie morality of the age looked askance at clerical
trading; though it might be reconciled with n.redieval
practice. Nlore important was the fact that the
Order disposed of great resources, and as a trading
corporation might and did carry on a policy preju-
dicial to the Prussian merchants. This rvill become
clear from a glance at the economics of the Ordens-
staat at the time of its greatest prosperity, between
r35o and r4ro.

Even in the thirteenth century the Order engaged
in trade, but it is only at the middle of the fourteenth
that we have any information as to its organisation
and extent. The oversea trade of the Order, we {ind,
was carried on under the supervision of an adminis-
trator called a Scheffer, with subordinate factors.
There were two Grossscluffer, one at Marienburg and

one at Konigsberg, the former controliing the export
of grain and timber, tie latter that of amber, in
which the Order from the beginning enjoyed a mon-
opoly. The {actors (Lieger) were sent out as author-
ized representatives to the greatest markets of the
west: in Flanders, Scotland, England, at Liibeck and,
it wouid seem, at Novgorod. Both Scluller and Lieger
had considerable freedom, and were supported by
the rulers of the Order.

The most important article of the Order's trade
was grain, of which it received large quantities as
a tax in kind, and from its own estates. Its account
books have been preserved, and give us the following
figures. About r.1oo, llarienburg had in storage
r53,600 bushels (Scheflel: about r/25 of a metric
ton) of rye, 53,ooo of oats, z,7oo ol barley and malt
and 57o of wl-reat. 

-fhe 
largest stocks of oats elsewhere

were at Elbing, Ragnit, Kdnigsberg and Christburg,
namely ro,ooo, L7,ooo, 16,5oo and rr,2oo bushels
respectively. At Kdnigsberg were stored principally
barley and malt (r3,ooo bushels), and wheat (4,ooo
bushels). In addition, the granaries of Danzig con-
tained 6,ooo bushels of barley and malt, and those
of Christburg, Elbing and Osterode 3,2.1o, 3,638 and

3,720 bushels respectively of wheat. Finally, about
r4,oo we find the following stocks of grain in thirty
castles belonging to the Knights: 46z,g7r bushels
of rye, z4,or4 of. wheat, 47,338 of barley and mait,
and zo3,4or of oats, or altogether 737,ooo bushels of
grain. But there were years of plenty wiren stocks
increased. The granaries of Nlarienburg and seven olher
castles contained over 360,0tl0 bushels of rye at the
end of r4oo, and rn the fertile year r37g there were
zg4,ooo bushels of rye in the capital of the Order alone.

The famine year of r3Sz was succeeded by fat
Vears in Prussia, while there was a short:rge of grain
in the west. f'lLe Order understood very well how to
make profit out of this situation. 

'fhe 
Mehlntannsche

Chronika des Landes Preussen und Polen tells us how
the Grand l\Iaster bought up great stocks of grain
at five marks the bushei, stored it in castles near the
sea, and when there was famine in England and
France and three hirndred vessels came to Danzig
and Balga for grain, aLlowed the Prussians to sell
first, at nine marks the bushel, and afterwards sold his
own grain at twelve marks.

Having these enormous stocks of grain at its
disposal, the Order was able, through its administra-
tors (Schefler), to carry out a grain policy highly
favourable to itself. As in the case of poundage, there
was a conflict of almost a century between the Prussian
estates and the Order over the free transport of grain
through tlie Baltic to the west. The proceedings of
the Hanse and the Prussian Estates in the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries afford evidence that t}re Order

prejudiced the interests of its burghers in three separ-
ate rvays: by arbitrarily closing the Baltic to mer-
chants, in opposition to their wishes and in pursuit
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of a pureiy self-interested policy; by grantirrg export
licences as it thought fit, charging for them too dear,
and exempting its own administrators and factors;
and by permitting abuses on the part of its officials,
who, under the pretext of storing the castles, forced
the people to sell grain at a low price, and afterwards
sold it again at one considerably higher. Disputes
about this began as early as 1388, but did not become
exacerbated until after the Order's defeat at Grunwa,ld.

After this event, in r-+ro, the Order's f inancial
position lvas desperate, and in consequence it endeavour-
ed to replenish its treasury by the profits of the grain
trade. The Grand llasters, though before they seem
to have admitted that trading was a reproach, began
in the fifteenth century openly to defend it. When
at the Congress of Elbing in Nlarch 1439 the towns
accused the monkish knights of trading, Paul von
I{ussdorf ansrvered shortly that they had every right
to do so: 'Wlry 

shouid they not? Have you mer-
chants a charter iorbidding them to engage in trade ?
You may be sure that their present commerce is not
a tenth part of what it once was, in tJre days when the
dignitaries of the Order had one or two Scfuffer, and
wtren one Scheller handled more business than all
of Lrs do now. Wren, horvcver, you complain that
the people are compelled to sell to the castles instead
of to the towns, they have no r ight to do that. I f
you hear of an instance of this, let us know, and we
rvi l l  try to prevent i ts occurrence again, but let us
engage in traclc as you do.'6 l'radc was in fact a neces-
sity for the Order's continued existence. These were
its lowest days, and W. Narrrli, who has made a spe-
cial study ofthe Order's grain policy, perhaps does not
exaggerate when he says: 'Almost the whole of ttre
Order engaged in commercial opperations, whiie
buying and selling between town and country was
harnperecl at every step, even during the annual fairs
and weekly markets.'7 The Ordensstaal at this
period had completely forgotten its original mission,
as another German historian admits.

But the knight-rnerchant of the Order was hate-
ful to the Hanse on other grounds than those of prin-
ciple :  he was a dangerous r ival,  whose profi ts would
rouse the envy of any trader. The Order's accounts,
published by I(. Sattler, enable us to compare the
trading and financial operations of both Scheller ai
the time of. the Ordensstaat's greatest prosperity and
in the period after the defeat of r4ro.

When Conrad von Nluren took over the adminis-
tration from Walter von Nedirhofe in 1393, he re-
ceived from him 3o,z8o marks in goods and credits,
or nearly f8oo,ooo at present day values, and after

ten years of wise administration the revenues of his
agency amounted to 56,544 marks, equivalent to
f,r,46r,ooo. Equal activity was shown by the Schcf-

lerei of. Marienburg under the rule of the later Grand
Nlaster llichael Kiichmeister. When he took office
in r4o3, he received in cash and goods 6o,o3r marks,
equivalent to fr,55o,7oo, and his gross turnover
reached 64,ooo marks (€r,638,8oo).

These are considerable sums, if we remember that
the trade of tLre Schcllez developed with the a.id o{
special priviiege, and enjoyed more {avourable terms
than that of the Order's subjects. Amber, for example,
a principal article of the Knights' trade, was exempt
f r n m  - n r r n d e g e

If the monkish trade administrators and their
subordinate factors had obeyed the general trading
regulations of the country and if the Grand Nlaster
himsel{ had seen that they did so, the complaints
of the Prussian merchants would assuredly have not
been so loud. But the greatest abuse was just that:
the Order interfered with oversea trade by various
rules and regulations, from which its own Schzller
and those of its members who were engaged in trade
were exempt. Consequently, there were endless
complaints at the congresses that export oversea
ought to be forbidden to both alike, that all ought to
be treated equally as regards the export of grain,
and tirat it was unjust that the burghers should be
compelled to sit idle while the officers of the Grand
Nlaster voyaged over sea.

- lhe'Proceedings' of the Prussian estates, espe-
cially during the ruie of Paul von Russdorf (rqzz-4t),
are full of similar accusations against lhe Order,
wtrich harassed its subjects by various abuses. The
most vexatious was the export license, granted to
home and foreign merchants in exchange for a large

fee. In the 'Proceedings' it is called geloaen. It in-
creased the price of goods, made export oversea de-

pendent on the goodwill of tlLe Grand Master, and

provided him with a considerable source of income.

Thus in r4r7, when war with Poland seemed likely

and the Order rvas without funds, Grand lllaster

$lichael Iiiichmeister gave the towns the choice:

either they must furnish him with roo,ooo gulden or

he wouid begin to export grain and grant licenses.

If the home merchants did not pay him that sum,

he would get it from the English and the Dutch'

Such were the methods of the authorities at a time

when England was short of grain and unusua-l rain-

fall had ruined the harvests in Prussia. We do not

know the tolyns' response, but it is certain that the

guJl between them and the Order was deepened.

s  'Worumne sy  n ich t  kou fs lagen mogen ?  ab  dy  s te te  b r ie -
f fe  haben,  das  sy  n ich t  kon fs lagea su l len  ? . . .  I r  sehet  wo l ,  das
das  kowf fs lagen das  czeeude tey l  n ich t  a lso  groes  is t ,  a lse  es  iD
vorcze i ten  is t  gewes i ,  weute  vormoe ls  d ie  geb ie teger  gemeyD-
l i ch  e iqea adder  czwene schef fe r  gehat  baben,  und u f I  d ie  cze i t
eyn  sche{ fe r  neher  hande lung uud korv f fenschacz  ba t te  deDne
wi r  uw a l le .  . \ber  a lse  i r  yorbreuget ,  wy  meo d ie  lewthe twun-
ge das  s ie  das  ge t revc le  u f f  d ie  hwser  und n ich t  in  d ie  s te te

muessen fueren ,  das  sa l  men n ich t  thun:  Wisse t  i r  das  su lch
evDs erDe gescheen is t ,  das  laesset  uns  vors tee ! ,  w i r  we l len
b is te l len  das  es  q ich t  so l l  gescheen,  aber  das  i r  uns  ouch
sueBDet  io  unsern  s te ten  g le icbe  euch czu  koewf ien . '-  7  'Fas t  der  ganze Orden gab s ich  mi t  Kaufscb lagen
ab,  w i ih reod der  Verkehr  zw ischen Stad t  uad Land se lbs t
au{  dem Jahr -  und Wochenm, i rk ten  iq  userhOr ter  Weise
geheqmt  uqd ges tdr t  wurde. '

12r
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Under Conrad von Ehrlichshausen (r44r-49)
the tension was somewhat relieved. The Grand Mas-
ter aided the towns in the export of grain, but in
return re-introduced poundage, which had been
aboiished by his predecessor in r44o.

The closing and opening o{ the sea, the grain
policy, export licenses and the prejudice of oversea
trade, and, finally, the imposition of poundage:
all these measures proved very dangerous to the
Order and wrought it no good for the future. For it
must be remembered that the conflict thus aroustd
between the Prussian estates and the Order could not
be localized within the borders of the country. The
Order did not seem to perceive that its trade policy
injured above all the Prussian towns of Danzig, To-
run, Elbing and Kdnigsberg, which together with
Chelmno and Braunsberg formed an organic part
of the Hanseatic League. It thus directly prejudi-
ced the interests of the League, war with which was
neverlheless decidedly dangerous.

The Hanse regarded the Baltic as its own pecu-
l iar domain, within which i t  woukl endure no r ivai.
Though its mernbers might quarrel among themselves,
they presentecl a united front to danger from with-
out, and whenever the freedom of sea-borne trade,
was threatened. How strong was the hatred aroused
among them by the Order may be gathered from the
account of one of the latter's agents at Liibeck in
1112.

'The matter discussed by the merchants, 'he
says, 

'is so insulting, so unheard of, that I hesitate
to repeat it to Your Excellency. They say that if
the Order got possession of Prussia, it was by the help
of the men of Bremen and Liibeck. That they helped
the Order, in the expectation that this latter would
defend Christianity and preserve freedom and not
load ttrem rvittL taxes. And if they aided them to
get posession of the country, they could f ind ^way,
with the help of the lords and the towns, to get
r id  o f  them aga in . ' t

Such was the attitude of the Hanseatic League
a {ew years before war broke out between the estates
and their feudal superior, at a time when, in spite
of everything, much might still have been put right.
But the Order apparently did not see the danger,
and if some of the Grand llasters saw it, they despised
it. In his discussion of the reiation o{ the Ordensstaat
to the Hanseatic League, Erich Keyser criticizes the
former's trade policy as contrary to the historical
vocation of the Knights, but he is convinced, never-
theless, that it was justilied in view of the contem-
porary development of the territorial states in Ger-
many and the desired development oI lhe Ordensstaat

itself. With this, however, we cannot agree. Apart
from the fact that in the west the relation of the towns
to the reigrring princes was different from what it
was in Prussia, it .should be remembered that none
of the western states was interested in Baltic prob-
Iems to the same extent as was the Order, nor was
the situation between the subjects and tJreir ruler
anywhere so strained as it was it the Ordensstaat.
Was there any country, in Germany or Scandinavia,
where the rulers came forward as the commercia)
rivals of their subjects ? Even in England such a phe-
nomenon was unknown; much less was it likely
where the Hanse could appeal against its superiors to
the Emperor. It is true that in the west, England
occasionally closed the sea for both export and im-
port, but the measure was always directed against
the foreigner in defence of home trade.

The imposition of poundage prejudiced the Order
not only at home but also abroad, as is evidenced by
the intervention of Hanseatic Congresses and west-
ern rulers. It was a violation of the League's privi-
Ieges in Prussia, and put the Order immediately in
a state of war with its former ally. From the point
oI view of general Baltic policy, the trade policy of
the Order cannot be defended.

On the other hand. there are circumstances which
explain the Grand Masters' trade policy subsequent
to r4ro. Before the defeat at Grunwald the Teutonic
Knights were renowned throughout Europe for their
almost legendary wealth, and their account books
and other sources prove tliat they did indeed dispose of
enormous sums of money. According to L. Weber's cal-
culations, their average yearly surplus {rom 1382 to
r4o9 was 9,949 marks, making a total of 298,487
marks available for increasing their possessions. Weber
assessses the cash in their treasury on the eve of Grun-
wald at roo,ooo marks. But after their defeat this
money vanished completely, having been spent on
the hire of mercenaries, repair of war damage, and
the like, and they had recourse once more to ex-
traordinary taxes, which gradually exhausted the
paying power o{ the taxed; the more, inasmuch as
the latter were knights, impoverished by continuous
warfare, and merchants, prevented try the same
warfare from carrying on oversea trade.

The institution of poundage, the arbitrary and
pernicious closing of the sea, the ban on exports, and,
above all, the fact that monkish officials engaged in
trade. increased the discontent of the Prussian Hanse
towns, and could not but iead to catastrophe. The
Grand Masters conceived their trade policv in the
old style, entirely overlooking the fact that it was
a policy ruinous to their subjects and from the Baltic

r ' D y  r e d e ,  d y g e e n u n d e r k a u f l e u t e n s o g r o { f ,  s o  e n d a r
r c h  s y  e u v e r e n  g e n o d e n  n i c h t ,  w e n  d y  r e d y  s i n t  g r o s s  u n d  u n -
gehor t ,  und sprechen das  der  o rdea in  Preussen is t  komen,  d€s
h a b e n  d y  r o i B . e m e n  u a d  d y  L u b e k e  g e m a c h e t , u q d  d y b a b e n
orden e i rs t  in  Prussen seho l fen .  und haben sv  dorumme in  das
l a n t  g e b r o c h t ,  d a s s  s f d y c r y s i e n b e i t  s o l l e r i  v o r { e c h t e n  u n c i

eyn  f ry  len t  ha lden und keyne czo l le ,  und ho t  man in  ia  das
lau t  geho l {en ,  und so  we l le  nsy  auch wo l ra t  fynden myt
her ren  und mi t  s te ten  weder  unsczu brengen und das  syn t
dy  gemeny rede under  den gemene fo lko  sunder  was dy  re t te
der  s te te  sagen das  eq* 'e is  i ch  D ich t ,  sunder  sy  haben eu \ le ren
genode is  vo l  gescreben,  rven  sy  se in t  a l  by t te r . '

.:

I
I
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point of wiew prejudicial to themselves. Instead of
standing shoulder to shoulder with the Hanseatic
League and helping it to conquer new markets, the
Order parted company with it and withdrew from
the Baltic altogether. Instead o{ protecting its sub-
jects and allowing the merchants to enrich them-
selves by oversea trade, it oppressed its own burghers
by a protective system, forbade exports, and itself
commenced to engage in commerce. Historians have
not attempted to justify the Order's economic policy;
in fact, they have {requently been unsparing in their
censure. It cannot be denied that by it the Order made
enemies of its own subjects, prejudiced the oversea
trade of the Prussian towns, and harnoered its own
action on the Baltic.

THE ORDER'S REACTION TO THE POLICY
OF ERIC VII

It has been shown above that the most important
fielcl of Hanseatic trade, and more especially of its
Wendish branch, lay in Scandinavia. It has been
shown, too, amid what difficulties the Hanse towns
succeeded in negotiating the Peace of Stralsund, which
assured them far-reaching freedom of trade in Den-
mark, and afterwards in Sweden. During the long
reign of Queen Nlargaret, who avoided wars on accounf
of her struggle for Sweden and her Plans for a union
with that corrntry, the agreement of r37o was observ-
ed in the nortlr, although the Danish government
more than once mirde it very clear, how un-
rviltingly it suffered the Hanseatic League's privileges
in Scandinavia. In r4tz Margaret died and her succes-
sor, -L-ric of Pomerania, began a war for Schleswig,
which ended with the Peace of Vordinburg in 1435.
The Hanse long preserved neutrality, but in 14z6
Eric's proceedings at last compelled it to declare war
against him. Though he was a foreigner in his king-
clom, yet he was morc nationalistic than the Walde-
mars, and planned to establish a class of native mer-
chants; to rvhich end he abolished the Hanse privi-
leges in Scandinavia and the autonomy enjoyed by
their fish-hatcheries in Scania. E,ven Waldemar IV
Atterdag had not gone as far as that. But the
severest blow of all those dealt to the Hanse was the
imposit ion by the king o{ a duty on al l  goods passing
through the Sound.

This act was aimed principally at Prussian trade,
since Liibeck and the other Wendish towns engaged
in trade with western Russia and Scandinavia could
dispense with sailing through the Sound; whereas for
the towns of the Order's territory, which traded with
England, Bayeux and Flanders, freedom of navigation
through t-frat strait was almost a necessity of existence.
The question therefore arises, how the Order and its
subject towns responded to Eric's Baltic policy

The Order could not remain indifferent in face
o{ a war between Denmark and Holstein, since the
Danish king sought support on every side, and ap-

proached both the Hanse, its ally, and Poland, its enemy.
Reiations with Denmark had been strained ever since
Margaret's death, principally owing to the fact that
the Grand Master supported the Wendish towns, with
whom, as his envoy at Liibeck told him in r4rr,
'war was inevitable'. The Order was therefore in
a dif{icult position, all the more difficuit since the
defeat at Grunwald had left it diminished in strength
and Iinancial resources. In preparation for a conflict
with Poland, Heinrich von Plauen assured himself
of the armed assistance o{ some of the Hanse towns,
and endeavoured to maintain peace with Eric, sending
envoys to Denmark in r4r3, and even making gifts
to the king; but he was unable thus to buy his
friendship. In 1416 we {ind Grand Master Michael
Kiichmeister complaining that Eric 'behaved 

very
strangely to him', and proposing to forbid his mer-
chants to sail westward through the Sound. Nor
did the former succeed in preventlng an alliance
clearly aimed against the Knights, between Denmark,
Poland and Brandenburg. On the other hand, the
Order maintained relations with the League, but
made diplomatic excuses whenever it was asked to
intervene at the court of Denmark. Even the Prussian
towns refrained from negotiations in common with
the Wendish towns, fearing to displease the Grand
Master.

Accordingly, the Order endeavoured to preserve
neutrality, which, however, in view of the seriousness
of the conflict with Poland, was by no means easy.
The Danish-Polish alliance was concluded in r4rg,
and two years later Jagiello made an alliance with
Brandenburg. Thus the Order was cut off from the
west both by land and sea, and was faced by a coali-
tion stronger than before Grunwald. In these cir-
cumstances, it sought a rapp/ochenezl with the
Hanse. There were difficulties in the way, for the
Grand Master had but recently refused concessions
regarding poundage and grain export licenses. But
since the Hanse needed the support of the Order,
an agreement was reached without much delay.
To secure himself against an attack by Denmark, the
Grand Master made an alliance with the Wendish
towns, according to the terms of which they were
to supplyhim, in the event of war, with z,ooo armed
men in Prussia and 5oo in Livonia. In return, the
Grand r\{aster piedged himselt to abohsh poundage,
to refrain from imposing new taxes on the Hanse

towns in the future, and not to put any difficulties
in the way of co-operation between the Prussian and

the otler sea-coast towns.
This agreement of September rst, r4zr, aroused

the Danish king's anger, for he had been convinced

that he would be able to draw the Baltic towns to

his side. lWren Sieg{ried Steglitz, the Grand Master's

envoy, appeared at the Congress of the Hanseatic

and Danish towns at Vordinburg on August rst,
rl22,Eric threaterled to unite with Jagiello and othef
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princes, and swore to break up the alliance at the
J : - ^ +  ^ - -  ^ - ! - - - : r - .r r r ) L  u ! , P U r  t u r u r y .

For the rest, it held together none too weil from
the beginning. In February r4zz, Sigismund of Lux-
emburg informed the Grand }laster of secret ne5c-
tiations between the Archbishop oI Riga and Den-
mark, and of a proposed alliance between Eric and
the Hanseatic towns, in which matter the archbishop
was most probably ttre mediator. The Hanse, for
their part, had not found much advantage in the
agreement, since the Grand }laster declined to give
tlrem any aid. \[']ren in rl22 they requested him
to rntervene on their behalf in Holland, he had
replied that he had just established himself inde-
pendently there, along rvith the Pmssian towns, and
could not, therefore, act for them.

On the other hand, rve do not hear of the Hanse
towns having furnished the assistance foreseen in
the agreement, although in the war wrth Poiand it
would have been very welcome. On the contrary,
when in luLy r4zz, Paul von Russdorf calied upon
thc city of Rostock for archers, the Councillors replied
that they must leave that matter for the considera-
tion of tire confederates, who were shortly to meet.
I-ikewise, when Sigismun,-i of Luxemburg ordered
the towns to furnish aid to the Order, which was
threatened by the llussites, they declined to obey,
on the ground that peace had been signed at Melno
bctween tiLe Grand Master and Witold, the Hussite
emissary. We see, therefore, tl-rat the alliance between
ttre League and the Order, when put to tlLc test be-
tween r42r and r-123, brought neither side the expected
advantage.

It rvas soon to be seen, too. that there was
a basis for Sigismrurd's rep rt  of an impending
:riliance between the Wendish towns and Denmark.
As eirrly as 1122 negotiations were bcgun, and on
the 6th January in the following year, Eric VII
conclLrded an agreernent with them, whercby the
privileges of the Hanse in Scandinavia rvere con{irmed
:r.nd the parties promised mutual aid. The king's
one reseryation was that only those who speci{ically
accepted the agreement should profit by the privileges
it conferred. This excluded frorn its operation both
ttle Livonian and the Prussian groups, who had not
set their hands to it at Flensborg. The Livonian
towns hastened to make good their remissness, but
the Prussians rvere compelled to refrain from such
a step on account of the Grand Nlaster's commands.
Thus the Order again found itself isolated, and
thanlis to the Grand Master's policy, the Prussian
torvns offended both the Hanseatic League and the
king of Denmark. Only the Danzigeri recognized
the folly of such procedure and insisted on co-opera-
ttng with the rest of the Hanseatic towns. It was
fortunate for the Order that various causes led the
king to desire their support. He had quarrelled with
Poland to such a., exfent that by the summer oI

rl2z the Grand Master could count on his aid against
it, and in t423, while he was in Pomerania, he estab-
lished direct relations with the Grand Master. Paul von
Russdorf, profiting by the occasion, offered to enter
into an aliiance with Denmark and the Hanseatic
League, at the same time re-introducing poundage.
The negotiations did not fully ripen, but they brought
the Order that which was most important: an alliance
with Denmark and Eric's Pomeranian relatives. The
parties promised mutual armed aid and reciprocal
freedom of trade, with the reservation that the
subjects of both states were to pay duties according
to the decision of the authorities of the given
state.

This agreement, as E. Daenell has remarked,
was rather singular, in that it protected the Order's
rear against Denmark and at the same time gave the
Grand Master a free hand as regards the levying
of poundage. That is to say, Eric sacrificed the
interests of the Wendish towns on this point, while
himself gaining incomparably greater advantages.
He secured himself against the Wendish towns, and
obtained the Grand Nlaster's consent to the tax on
goods passing through the Sound. On this point
the Order sacrificed the interests of its Prussian

- 
merchants, for whom tlie Sound duties were just
as vexatious a burden as poundage was for the Wendish
towns. Such procedure on the part of the Grand
Master ivas in direct conflict with the policy of his
fourteenth century predecessors.

Politically, the alliance was directed against
Poland and Holstein, and soon had to pass the f iery
test. In the middie of rry5, Eric returned from
abroad wrth a decision of the Emperor's in his favour
in the Holstein question. It had- only to be carried
out, and to this end the king summoned representa-
tives of the Wendish towns and of the Order to
Copenhagen in June r4e6. The former did, indeed,
send delegates, but declined to recogrrize the imperial
decision and offered to mediate. Whereupon Eric
broke with them and began to interfere with their
trade in Scandinavia. Efforts for peace proving
futile, the Wendish towns united, entered into an
alliance with Duke Henry of Schieswig, and on
October t7th, 14z6 declared war on Denmark. This
war lasted nine years, being only concluded by the
Peace of Vordinborg in 1435.

In Prussia it was recogrrized that the maintenance
of neutrality would be difficult, inasmuch as the
Order was Denmark's aliy, pledged to miiitary aid,
whereas the towas, in view of their oversea trade,
either had to act in harmony with the Grand llaster
against their fellow towns, or come forward in support
o{ the latter against Eric VIL None the less, and
though the r6le of mediator seemed a natural one,
the Order decided to remain neutral, and forced its
subjects to do the same. Ia April tqz7, only a few
montls after the outbreak of hostilities, envoys came
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to Prussia from Liibeck, Wismar, Rostock and
Stralsund to seek help from the torvns and the Order
against Eric; while simultaneously there appeared
an envoy from the latter, Viko of Vitzen, who re-
minded the Knights of the Pnrsso-Danish alliance
resolved upon in r,+23. Forced thus to come to some
decision, Paul von Russdorf sent Walraben von
Hunsbach, Grand }larshal of the Order, to mediate
between the Holsteiners and the Hanse and Denmark.
His mission, however, came to nothing, and the war
had to go on for an indefinite time.

Meanwhile, there occurred an event rvhich surely
should have moved the Grand Master to positive
action against Denmark. On July rtth, 4zj, there
was a sea-fight in the Sound between the Hanseatic
fleet and the naval forces o{ the Danish king, in
which tie former was completely defeated. Shortly
afterwards, a powerful fleet sailed up with salt from
Bayeux and goods from Flanders, but was attacked
and seized by the Danes in spite of the fact that the
greater part of it belonged to neutral Prussia. But
in spite of the indignation of the Prussian merchants,
Paul von Russdorf confined himself to forbidding
navigation through the Sound 'until better news
slLould arrive'; nor did he change his attitude even
rvhen, in the sumrner of the same year, nine Li.
vonian salt-ships were plundered and compensation
refr.rsed; nor, again, in September, wlren the Congress
of Hanse towns at Stralsund begged his advice and
aid, and especially that he would permit aid to be
given to the Prussian towns, which were members
of the League, and therefore had a right to expect it.

Even had he been willing, however, it would
have been difficult for him to render the required aid.
He tlrerefore confined himself to sending a fresh em-
bassy to Dcnmark at the end of the year. Ii was
needed, for Eric was disturbed by thc news of an
alliance between the Prussians and the Wendish
towns, and desired to know when ire might expect
the Grand Nlaster's aid. The latter's envoys, Tymme
Scoling and the Danziger Bertold Burammer, carried
on negotiations with the king, but without the least
success in promoting an understanding between
Denmark and the towns. All they could do was to
procure the restoration of the Prussian merchants'
n l r r n d e r e d  o n n r l .

The weakness of the Order at this time reacted
most unfavourably on the commerce of the Prussian
towns. Not only had the latter to put up with the
closing of the Sound by the Danes and the Hanse,
but they were compelled by the prevalence of piracy,
as they had been during the war between Albert III
and }largaret, to refra-in altogether from trading
by sea. At the Congress of Elbing in December
1428, they discussed, in the presence of the Grand
ilIaster, the best way to restore freedom of navigation
and to obviate the losses following from its discon-
tinuance. It was decided that any one might sail

at his own risk (uff sein ebentur), with the single
reservation ttrat neither enemy ships nor enemy
goods might be taken through the dominions of the
Danish crown. .The Grand lVlaster promised to try
and secure permission from the Wendish towns and
from Eric VII for free passage for Prussian vessels
through the Sound.

The Hanse imprudently rejected the Prussian
delegates' request, but in February r42g, the Danish
king permitted passage through the Sound. Accord-
ingly, early in April, a large Prussian fleet sailed
to Denmark rvith letters of recommendation from
the Grand Nlaster, and passed through the Sound
without paying duty. The Grand Nlaster then took
action against the Wendish towns, forbidding trade
with them and seizing the property of their mer-
chants. He might have proceeded to still more
l'rolent measures, had the Prussian towns not begged
him to maintain good relations with the Hanse.
Eric's readiness to make concessions to the Prussians
may be explained by his desire to secure the support
of the Order in his negotiations with the Hanse and
the l{olsteiners, wtrich took place in May and June
1423, at Copenhagen, and later at Nykdping, on the
isle of Falster.

The Grand Master sent his own delegates to the
conference, in the persons of Burchard Gunsterberg
and the Knight-CommanderJohann von Pommersheim,
but gave them express instructions to avoid as far
as possible entanglement in the quarrels between
Denmark and the towns. while at the same time
endeavouring to procure the restoration of the pro-
perty plundered from Prussian merchants. But
nothing came of thc negotiations; indeed 'both sides
parted in anger', as Paul von Russdorf wrote to the
Livonian l\[aster after the delegates' return, adding
that 'in the near future we must expect the worst
from the robbers who infest the seas.'

It might have been expected that the Order u'ould
be repaid for its favourable policy towards Denmark
and its neutral attitude toward Eric's quarrel with
the Hanse. But things turned out otherwise. After
the breakdown of negotiations at Nyk<iping, the
Danish king began once more to exact duties from
shipping passing through the Sound, and the Order
was left with the choice, either to give up the struggle
for its ancient privileges o{ navigation on the Ba-ltic,
or to suffer the trade of its subjects to fall a prey
to Liibeck.

The situation of the Order at this period was

sensibly affected for the worse by its strained rela-
tions with Poland. The Prussian towns made good

use of the position, and began to think of co-oper-

ating with the Hanse in defence of their priviieges
in Denmark. Only ttren, aware of his dependence
on the towns in the event of \Mar with Poland, did
the Grand Master adopt a more considerate attitude
towards them.
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In general, the year r43o marks a change in the
anti-Hanseatic policy hitherto pursued by the Order;
it was now found advisable to co-operate with the
League in the hope of regaining lost rights in various
countrles. It was the Danzigers who called upon
Ltibeck to bring together representatives from all
the Hanseatic towns, that they might deliberate on
means to restore the League's prestige; and this lact
is very significant, if we remember that ever since
the dissolution, at the beginning of the fifteen&
century, of the Confederation of Cologrre (founded
in 1367), the bonds uniting the Hanseatic League
had been perceptibly loosening, and each of its four
sections had been pursuing an independent policy.

In any case, the Grand ilIaster was compelled
by the orders of Sigismund of Luxemburg to take
an active interest in the affairs of the League,
for Sigisrnund, anxious to gather forces for the war
against the Hussites, sought to bring about peace
betwecn the Cerman towns and Holstein, and Den-
mark, and commissioned the Grand Master to be
his mediator. After considerable difficulty, a five
years' truce was concluded at Giedser in r43r.

'fhis 
was one of the most successful, and at the

same time one of the last acirievements of the Order
in the f ield of international diplomacy. I t  did not,
indeed, culminate in a lasting understanding between
the parties, but led at least to the Peace of Vordinborg
in 1435. At the same t ime, Sigismund's choice of
mediator is a tribute to the knowledge of affairs
possessed by the Knights. It is not too much to say
that Grand Nlaster Paul von Ilussdorf by his diplomacy
saved the reputation of the Order at a very critical
time. Notwitistanding the strained state o{ relations
between Denmark and the Hanse, he contrived to re-
main on good terms with both; Eric VII assured him of
his friendship in t432, and {our years later made him
arbitrator in his quarrel with his Swedish subjects.
These latter likewise appealled to the Order for aid
against the king, but received the answer that any
peace is preferable to war, and that in dealing with
a monarch it is advisable to make concessions.

Finally, attention may be called to the good
relations existing between the Order and the Hanse
from r43o to t436, rvhich recalled the best times of
the fourteenth century. It is true that the League
was harassed almost everywhere at this juncture,
losing its privileges in Flanders and England and even
at Novgorod, and being oppressed with taxes and
unjust confiscation of goods. This refers not merely
to the Wendish towns, at odds rvith Denmarx, or
to the towns of Livonia, but to all the Hanseatic
cit ies wjthout exc, p+ion.

This was perfectly well understood by their
delegates gathered at Liibeck in June 1434, when
they decided as the first necessity to send envoys
to the Grand Master with a request for aid. He re-
sponded, and developed such diplomatic activity on

their behalf in Flanders and England as had not been
seen since the times of Winrich von KniDrode and
Conrad von Jungingen.

But these diplomatic successes were not equal-
led by the Order's military operations against Poland,
and were in part invalidated by its unsatisfactory
relations with its subject Prussian towns. Ever since
the defeat at Grunwald the Ordensstaal had been
approaching the abyss, from which it might yet
have been saved by a wise poiicy towards its Es-
tates. It is perfectly true that even before r4roithad
prejudicedttre interests of the towns in various ways,
and the fruits of this policy had shown themselves
during the first war with Poland. But at that period
of economic growth and prosperity the injuries had
not been so sharply felt as they were now in the
fifteenth century. Besides, the Knights in that case
had made up for them by supporting the torrns in
their trading relations with the west.

The year r4ro brought a striking change. The
Order broke with the Hanseatic League, detached
the Prussian towns from it, and had recourse to meas-
ures which sooner or later were bound to bring it
to disaster. Notwithstanding its discomfiture at

, Grunwald, it emerged from the war with undiminished
territory, and obtained the most favourable peace
possible in the circumstances. But instead of making
the most of the peace, it indulged in war and provoked
its mortal foe, for which even German historians
cannot forgive it. It is not surprising that with such
domestic troubles, and preparations against Poland,
an active, forceful policy in Baltic affairs was out oI
the question. The Order's diplomatic efforts were
of short duration and, though sometimes crowned
with gratifying results, were not such as to evidence
a serious maritime programme or an independent
Baltic policy. In the lasting peace of r4zz the Poles
and the Knights of the Order mutually agreed that
in case of a resort to arms, the subjects of the aggres-
sor had the right to refuse obedience. This was a clause
obviously directed against the Order, which, as subse-
quent years were to show, had no intention of keeping
the treaty of Melno, but cherished plans of revenge
against Poland. Again, Hermann Reusapp, burgo-
master of Torun and representative of his estate,
declared to the Grand Master during the war with
Poland in 1433, that il the Order 'will not make
efforts for peace and harmony, then the estates will
do so themselves, and wili look for a master who
can assure it to them'. Thus the Order could not
move, faced as it was at home by its Estates, and
abroad by a watchful Poland. The period between
the peace of Brze56 Kujawski, between Poland and
the Teutonic Knights, and the outbreak of the Thir-
teen Years' War, was a period of increasing decay
in the Ord,ensstaat, tnlavottrable to any development
of force on the Baltic, however inviting the situation
might be owing to the turn o{ eyents irl Scandinavia,
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Even before 1454, the conflict between the
Prussian estates and their rulers had ceased to be
a purely domestic concern. It occupied the atten-
tion of the Apostolic See in 1452, and in the following
years was twice raised at the court of the Emperor
Frederick III. When his subjects refused the Grand
Master obedience, and king Casimir Jagiellonczyk
proclaimed the incorporation of Prussia with Poland,
the Order was faced by a fresh and final struggle,
no longer for dominion on the Baltic, but for the
mere maintenance of its hold on the coast. It was
not only Poland which proposed to displace it from
its seat in Prussia and send it to tie east, where it
might fulfil its original missionary task. It succeeded,
it is true, in maintaining itself in its castles in Prus-
sia, but when the war was transferred to the sea it
was defeated, and had to make way for the Danzigers.

The task of these latter was to cut off the Knights
from the west and from Livonia by sea, as they were
already cut off {rom Germany by land. This conflict
on the Baltic revealed the fuII weakness of the Order.
For the Danzigers organized large numbers of priva-
teers, secured command of the sea, and won a notable
victory over the fleet of the Order's ally, the king
of l)enmark. The Thirteen Years' War produced
no great deeds of arms, but it is noteworthy that'it
ended at a critical moment for the Order with a single,
decisive battle at sea. This was in the summer of
1463, a few months after the defeat of the Knights
at Zarnowiec, wtren the confederates endeavoured
to give the Order a decisive blow by capturing the
well-stocked fortress of Gniew. Conscious of its im-
portance, the Grand Master Ludwig von Ehrlichs-
irausen endeavoured to relieve it and at the same
time destroy the besieging armies.

l-o this end he collected r,5oo warriors, placed
them on board forty-four ships, and set sail from
I{onigsberg for the mouth of the Vistula, where he
proposed to concentrate the whole of his forces and
then move on Gniew, relieve the fortress, and free
the whole of Pomerania from the enemy. But this
plan, well conceived as it was, was upset by the confed-
erates, who, though they had no more than twenty-
five vessels, attacked the Grand Nlaster's fleet
and completely defeated it, in September 1463.
Gniew did not, indeed, fall immediately, for it held
out for a further three montis, but the effect on the
fr-rrther course of the war was decisive.

The importance of this victory was realized by
contemporaries, as is evidenced by the words of Dlu-
gosz, who says that 'from that time the Knights of
the Cross, defeated {irst in the land battle of Puck
and shortly afterwards in the sea-fight at Elbing,
began to decay and slide down to their ruin', and
modern str.tdents take the same view. Thus Karol
G6rski in his most recent book on Pomerania says
that 'the unsuccessful operations connected with
the relief of Gniew were the decisive {actor in the

Thirteen Years' War. Neither ttre redemption of
Marienburg, nor the battle of Swiecin was the turn-
ing-point. There were, in fact, two such moments:
the Battle of -Chojnice in 1454, with which tJre long
and obstinate war commenced, and the sea-fight
which frustrated the attempt to relieve Gniew and
brought about the gradual disappearance of the armed
forces of the Order on the left bank of the Vistula.
It should be observed that the struggle for Pomer-
ania and Prussia was decided. not on land. but at
sea; without the fleet which the king of Poland at
that time possessed it would have been impossible
to break the Order's power. Superiority at sea was
the fundamental condition o{ victory on land.'

CONCLUSION.

We are justified in arraigning tlie Teutonic Order
before the tribunal of history, and asking for a ver-
dict on its Baltic policy: we may accuse it of neglect-
ing this or that aspect of maritime aftairs, and point
out obvious mistakes, but we must be very careful
in pronouncing our verdict. In considering a wide
and complex problem like this, we must not lose
sight of the whole tangled skein of affairs, nor of the
complete political life of the Ordensstaat, in which
maritime problems formed but one o{ many important
issues.

W. Konopczyhski writes in one of his works
that 'although wherever peoples are settled by the
sea, problems concerning the right of access to its
waters must arise, there was never a time, since the
fall of the Roman Empire, when the right to the sea
took so many varying forms, dependent on the ascen-
dancyofparticular interests, and nevera place where
it gave rise to so many geographical and political
complexities as in the region between the Sound
and the Gulf of Finland, from the Melar to the Vis-
tula.' The first questions, then, which we may raise at
theendofthe present art icle arethese: Had theTeu-
tonic Order a fixed maritime policy, or had it not ?
Did it substantiate its rights to the Baltic or not ? and
if it did, how ? For there was a time when the Knights
dominated extensive tracts of the southern coastal
region, and established themselves, though but for
a short time, on the island of Gottland. They held
in their hands the mouths of the Vistula, Dvina and
Nlemel, 

'which, 
together with the Sound and the

delta of the Oder, enabled their possessors to exer-

cise a controlling influence on Baltic affairs.
The Baltic had a two-fold signiticance for the

Order from the beginning: economic and political;

and the Order had to solve problems in both these

spheres if it was to secure its existence on the sea.
The Order came into contact with the Baltic

as an economic centre only indirectly, through the

Hanse, and more particularly tJrrough its Prussian

section. There was, it is true, a period when the
Knights themselves carried on an extensive oversea
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trade, and had their own factories in the west, but
at the same time they were beginning to co-operate
with the Hanseatic League and to accommodate their
own needs to its needs and aims. This co-operation
might have been seen in t}te very first years after
the Knights had appeared on the Baltic, and became
closer in the thirteenth century, when the Hanse
merchant and the Teutonic Knights both alike
realized that union was better than isoiation in the
hostile region between the Vistula and their own
native soil. This consciousness was expressed in the
fourteenth and fifteenth century a-lliance between
the Order and the League, and in the common diplo-
matic action taken at foreign courts by the towns
and the Knights. In rz6r the Livonian N[aster wrote
to the Liibeckers controlling the policy of the Hanse:
'the land of faith is saturated with the blood of your
falhers and brothers, with the blood of your sons and
frrends, as it were a garden enclosed,' wherefore,
as Lhe mcn of Reval wrote a few years later to the
samc Liibeckers, 'let us hold together like two arms
of one cross'.

In truth the long alliance of the Order with the
Hanse is a unique phenomenon. For the Hanseatic
towns, rvhen they found tiremselves in danger, never
sought aid at the court of the Iimperor, their of{icial
superior, nor did t trey ever f ind real support in that
quarter. 

'fhey 
sent to llarienburg, and found there

complete understanding of their economic interests.
It is no rvonder that at Bruges the Grand Nlaster
was regardecl by ttre members of the Hanseatic
charnber of commerce as their 'superior ' ,  or that the
Liibeckers called him their protector and ally. But
we must not think that the a-lliance was based on
patriotic considerations, at any rate as far as the
Hanse lvas concerned. It is enough to recall that
in r3o7 Liibeck, the leading city in the League, put
itself under the protection of the Danish king Eric
Nlenr.ed, and that at the beginning of the sixteenth
century lhe coastal towns proposed to choose as
protector o{ the League none other t}ran Sigismund
the Old, King of Poland. Or can there be any better
evidence than that afforded by the Prussian towns,
when, in 1454, they broke with ttreir legitimate
superior and guardian and threw themselves into
the arms of the Polish monarch. who was hostile to
the Order ?

The Hanse's aims were economic, and it was there-
fore more or less indifferent to the political compleion
of affairs in the Baltic. It only temporarily upheld
a llecklenburger on the Swedish throne, in spite of
the fact that he was a krman and supported the
Germans settled at Stockholm. It deserted him as
soon as it was sure that his opponent, Margaret of
Denmark, would maintain its prMleges in Sweden
and a-llow it freedom of trade in Scandinavia. Similar
procedure was followed by ttre Hanse in relation to
the Teutonic Knights in 1454, and by Liibeck in

relation to the Counts of Holstein in r3o7. In both
cases it failed to note that, though its policy might
benefit the Hanseatic League as such, it was bound
to react most unfavourably upon German interests
in the Baltic.

From what has been already stated, we see that
the relations between the Order and the League were
not always uniform. It may be said ttrat previous
to r34o the towns allowed their policy to be guided
by the Order and refrained from moving a step
without its aid, whether it were in Flanders and
England, or in Poland or Scandinavia. The following
period, down to r4ro, was one of co-operation on
equal terms. There were moments, as in r37o and
1385, when the towns began to be disquieted by the
protection of the Grand Master, and endeavoured
to solve fundamental Baltic problems without him.
But this did not prevent their accepting money {rom
him for the upkeep of the garrison at Stockholm.
And it is curious that the Order at sucir times did
not force i ts act ion upon them, nor did i t  betray
their cause, even though it had to forgo considerable
advantages by such a course. And if the Order
during this second period does appear as the commer-
cial r ival of the towns, this is not so important as the
fact that its merchants accepted the same duties
and bore the samc burdens as the rest of the Hanse
towns, not only abroad, but also at home in Prussie.

The succeeding period, after the Batt le of Grun-
rvald, is marked by growing discorcl between the
Hanse and the Grand Masters, and is closed by the
war between the Order and its Prussian Estates.
The Hanseatic League wrested economic control
in the Baltic from the hands of the Order, but when
the ground became uncertain under their feet in
Flanders and England, in the Scandinavian countries
and at Novgorod, they once more had recourse to
its aid. Notwithstanding the renewal o{ co-operation,
however, especially between r.13o and 1436, the
Order lost touch more and more with tl-re Hanse,
and at the same time weakened the ties uniting it
witl.r the Baltic. With strong pressure from the
Hanseatic towns on the one side, in favour of gathering
the League closer and giving it a broad and compact
organization such as it had between 1368 and 1397,
and with disputes between the Prussian towns and
the Order on t}le other, it was difficult for the Grand
I\{asters to control the policy of the League, and to
harmonize their relations to the Prussian munici-
palities with their relations to the League as a whole.
Since any other course would have led to the disso-
lution of the Hanseatic League, the Order was forced
to disassociate itself from it, and sometimes to take
an actually hostile attitude toward it. At tl-re same
time, it committed mistakes leading, in the final
result, to the decay of its subject towns.

In spite of these obvious faults in its economic
and political system, the merits of its policy of co-
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operation with the Hanse are indisputable. We may
speak of its maritime policy, for it really had a certain
programme and certain fi-xed principles to guide
it in this sphere. If, tfiereiore, we use the term
'Hanseatic Period' for the years r25o-r523 in the
history of the Baltic, we must not forget that the
domination of t}le Hanse merchants and toms on
that sea was signally supported by the arms and
diplomacy of the Teutonic Knights. But for tleir
aid, which, as for example in England, was constant
and positive, the Hanse would never have acquired
the independent political position which it enjoyed
on the Baltic in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
and would never have conqr:ered markets outside
the Baltic area. We do not propose always to ascribe
to similar events similar causes, still less to unite
them in a singie cha-in of dependence. But surely
it  is not mere chance th:Lt thc period of the Hanse's
economic and pol i t ical prime coincides with the most
flourishing period of the Ordensstaat, and that the
decline of the latter coincidecl with the decay of the
Hanse's power on the Baltic. It was only by the help
of the Knights that the League was able to maintain
itself  at sea, and i t  could not but share the for-
tunes of the Ordensstaat allke in its prime and on
the evc of its fal1. When knightly aid was with:
rlrawn, the merchants lost tl-reir foreign markets
and their privileges, and saw the Raltic intruded
upon by their worst foes, the English, Dutch and
Flemings.

Somewhat different conclusions have to be dralyn
when we come to consider the attitude of tlrc Ordens-
staat to its neighbours on the coast, and the way in
which it conceivcd the political problems in front
of it. Iior the Order was faced by certain tasks
and certain broad possibi l i t ies, especial ly in the four-
teenth century. The Balt ic rvas dominated by that
power which at any given tirne might hold the Sound
in the west, the mouths of various r ivers in the south,
and the island of Gott land in the north. This was well
understood by the Norsemen, and after them by the
Swedes when they rnade inroads upon Pomerania
and Prussia in the si-xtr.enth and seventeenth centuries,
and again by the Brandenburgers when they pressed
from the interior towards thc mouth of the Oder and
into Mecklenburg. But in the period under discussion
it was only the Danes, or more strictly speaking the
Danish crown, lvhich ha<l a clear-cut Baltic pro-
gramme. Forthe Slavs, thorrgh theyhadbeen supreme
at sea in the eleventh and tweifth centuries, now
contented themselves with the economic exploitation
of the region, and never embarked on campaigns of
conquest against their neighbours.

It was otherwise with the Danes. It may' be
said that after the end of the Viking raids in the west,
every great king of Denmark devoted his efforts to
the acquisition of supremacy on the Baltic, and that
sea became the centre of Danish interest from the

twelfth century onwards. The aim was the same
in each case, only the means were different. The
Waldemars and Eric Menved chose the route from
the south, Canute the Great and Margaret advanced
from the north. There were times when the Danes
came near to realizing their plans and making the
Baltic into a Danish lake. At the beginning of the
thirteenth century they held the whole of the Sound
and almost the whole southern coastline of the
Baltic, and under Eric of Pomerania they possessed
Sweden and Gottland and a considerable part of
Pomerania. The Danes were an element with whom
the Germans had to fight from the first moment
of their appearance in this region. Waldemar's
defeat atBornhoved. the Peace of Stralsund -humil-

iating for Denmark - and the agreement of Vordin-
borg in 1435, are merely the most important dates
in the struggle of the Danes and the Germans for
supremacy at sea.

The Order, as we know, was not unconcerned
with this conilict, but at the same time never drew
the sword in it. The incident of Gottland under
Conrad von Jungingen was an exception, impossible to
harmonize with its general Baltic policy. Marienburg
in its procedure towards the Hanse maintained the
pnnciple laid down by two of its diplomats at the
beginning of the fifteenth century: friendship with
the League may be good and advantageous, but
outright armed alliance against foreign rulers must
be injurious: therefore avoid military intervention
in outside quarrels. In fact, it may be asserted that
thc most fundamental characteristic of the Order's
Baltic policy was close diplomatic co-operation with
the Hanse in defence of its economic rights abroad,
but complete neutrality in all armed conflicts at sea.
All the Grand Masters remained faithful to this
principle, from Winrich von Kniprode to Conrad
von Ehrlichshausen.

Nevertheless, E. Daeneil is right when he says
that even the armed neutrality of the Order was
directly advantageous to the Hanseatic League, and
that after the breaking of the Order's military power
in r4ro, the League's position in the west and in
Scandinavia was greatly wealiened. We may recall
Eric VII's anger at the news of a proposed alliance
between Liibeck and the Order, which was formidable
at sea after its victories in Gottland and at Ca]mar.
The consciousness that behind the Germans on the
Baltic stood the Ord,ensstaat vith its considerable
strength inclined the Kings of Denmark to make
concessions to the Hanseatic League and its protec-
tors, and contributed much to the attitude taken up
by the English crown to Baltic trade.

All who know the Teutonic Knights, their
aggressiveness against their Polish and Lithuanian
neighbours, and tfieir obstinacy in warfare by land,
may wonder at first sight at their neutrality in
maritime affairs. Such neutrality usua"llv bears
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witness to lack of political sense, and may be evid-
ence of weakness. But in the present case it was
the result of a well thought out plan, consistently
developed.

From the beginning to the end the Order had
its mortal foes, reconcilable only by the relinquishment
of its conquests and its military policy. Such foes
were, in the thirteenth century, the Prussians and
Lithuanians, and after r3o9 the latter and the Poles,
to whom in course of time were added the Pomeranian
dukes. The Order, thus hemmed in from the south,
from the inland side, and compelled constantly to
stand on the defensive, was not in a position to under-
take aggressive action against its Scandinavian neigh-
bours, or dream of realizing a definite programme
at sea. The risk to its possessions on land would have
been too great.

We have seen that on one occasion only, in r3g8,
did the Order undertake a warlike expedition on the
Baltic, when it even established itself on Gottland
and faced war with Denmark. But note the outcome,
even though the Knights had becn victorious and
shown their enemies their superiority at sea: Denmark
immediately placed them on the horns of a dilemma:
either they must relinquish their conquest and the
policy which led to it, in return for retaining their
annexations on the mainland, or they must sacrifice
the latter and stmggle to maintain themselves on the
island. The conclusion of an alliance between Den-
mark and Poland forced them to choose the former
of these alternatives, for fear of yet more serious loss.
And it is clear beyond possibility of doubt that it
rvas Poland above all which weighed upon the Teu-
tonic Order whenever it desired to settle any Baltic
question, just as it is clear that the reason for the
Orders's neutrality in Baltic a{fairs is to be found
in the hostile relations existing between it and the
Polish-Lithuanian monarchy.

This neutrality was not an absolute mistake.
The policy, in fact, brought the Knights certain
advantages at critical moments in their history.
Refore Grunwald we learn that Polish and knightly
diplomats worked hard at foreign courts to secure
armed aid, and that both sides strove to convince
rvestern powers of the justice of their cause. We learn
also that the envoys of the Grand Master and of
Ladislas Jagielto met at the English court, and that
the latter was unsuccessful in drawing Henry IV
to his side. When Ulrich von Jungingen's ambassador
prayed the king not to listen to the Polish envoy
and not to be persuaded to action against the Order,
the king laughed and said: 'Why 

should I have to
fight against the Knights, I who am a chiid of
Prussia?' and remained neutral throughout the war
between Poland and the Order.

Still more favourable was the attitude of Den-
mark, as regards which country the Order had marn-
tained its neutrality even when such a course was

contrary to the interests of the Hanse and of Ger-
manism on the Baltic. In r4ro the Danes had to
remain neutral, since in the preceding year they had
commenced a war for Holstein and were threatened
in Sweden by the opponents of the Union of Calmar.
But during the Thirteen Years' War, King Christian
of Denmark supported the Order by force of arms
against Poland and the Estates, declaring war against
them on June rst, 1455. The Knights could even
count on the aid of the Dutch, since after the com-
mencement of privateering warfare by the Danzigers
they began to avoid the Danzig ports and transferred
their trade to Konigsberg, at the same time offering
the Grand Master their aid. As a result of ttreir
exertions, Duke Philip o{ Burgundy deprived the
Danzigers of their privileges in Holland and Zealand,
and the merchants of Amsterdam took oossession
of their goods.

The Wendish towns, headed by Liibeck, likewise
declared for the Order and against the Confederation.
The Hanse towns were, it is true, too cautious to take
arms on either side, and maintained neutrality in
spite of the Confederation's efforts to raise money
in the coastal towns and t}re Order's efforts to
raise troops. On the other hand, the councillors of
Liibeck repeatedly offered their services as mediators
in the war between Poland and the Teutonic Order,
not concealing their sympathy with the latter.

Accordingly, during the Thirteen Years' War
the Order had the support of Denmark, the Hanseatic
League and Holland, three powers which controlled
Baltic trade. Poland and the Confederates could
count only on the Swedish king, Carl, who, however,
was driven from Sweden in 457 and forced to take
refuge at Danzig.

Criticism of the Order's Battic policy is most
frequently made from the point of view of thepresent-
daydistribution of nationalities throughout the south-
ern part of the Baltic region. Such is the approach
of German historians when assessing the historical
significance of the Hanseatic League and the Teutonic
Order, and Polish scholars likewise willingly adopt it.
But it should be remembered that such an approach
- in spite of its justification in the light of modern
conditions - is narrow and does not permit the problem
to be viewed as a whole and from every angle. The
aims and tasks of the German element on and round
the Ba.ltic must be clearly distinguished before the
Baltic policy of the Teutonic Order can be properly
appraised. The former question is well known,
and requires no extensive treatment here. The case
is different with regard to the second, which hitherto
has been formulated almost always in connexion
with the history of the Hanse.

We have stated above that in its intercourse
with Baltic countries the Order was forced to maintain
neutrality and avoid armed conflicts, and that from
the beginning to the end it pursued a policy of non-
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interference with its maritime neighbours. It followed
that tlre Ordensstaat never maintained a fleet nor
endeavoured to build up naval power. It was only
Sigismund the Old, King of Poland, chosen by the
Hanse as its protector even before the fall of the
Ordensstaat, who moved the last Grand Master to
provide and maintain a fleet on the Baltic. On the
other hand, the Danzigers had a navai force and used
it at a critical moment {or the Order. It was then
that the consequences of the Order's neglect were seen
for the first time in their full significance, and it was
then that it was demonstrated what one single city
could do if it disposed of an armed force at sea.

The neutrality of the Order in maritime matters
is a feature not characteristic of it alone. but of the
whole medieval imperial system. This lessens the
blame attaching to the Order in this respect. We
know that none of the Emperors, including even
Charles IV, had any Baitic plan, just as we know
that the desire to create a strong fleet on its waters
and to make it into a German lake is a phenomenon
of the most recent times.

If the Teutonic Order is to be regarded as t}le
forerunner of the German nationalistic idea on and
round the Baltic. and if historians discover its chief

historicai merit.in such an interpretation of its r61e,

their conclusion is only partly just and well-founded-
The Germans may claim that the Order accomplished
great ttrings in the east, but they must at the same
time admit that on the Baltic it accomplished nothing
at all, as neither did its distant protectors, the German
emperors. This was really neglect of opportunity:
a neglect, moreover, which was to be avenged, not
merely on the heirs of the 

'I'eutonic 
Knights, but on

the whole Empire in the east. The German element,
deprived of the support given it by the Teutonic
Order in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, was
unable to stem the advance of the Swedish invaders
in the two following centuries, and was compelled to
relinquish to them not only the Baltic, but a consid-
erable section of its southern sea-board. Thus the
dominium maris Baltici passed from German hands
into the hands of the Scandinavians, where it remained
for a-lmost two hundred years.

\  b ib l iography  on  the  sub jec t  o f  th is  paper ,  p repared by  the  au thor ,  w i l l  be  found in  Par t  IV .
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